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ABSTRACT 
A vacuum high temperature x-ray diffractometer has been 
de.tped and con.tructed to .tudy meta18 •• ensitive to oxygen and 
nitro.en contamination. up to 1200oC. The lactora which affect the 
accuracy of the d1ffractometer method and the proper choic. of 
.xtrapolation functions are d1.cu .. ed. It iI .hown that this in.trument 
can determine lattice parameten with an accuracy of one part in 
forty thou.and. The thermal expan.ion of titanium has been in-
ve.Ugated to 650°C and the cIa paramet.r 18 found to incr ..... 
r .. pidly .. bov. 400°C. Thi. vari .. tion of c/ .. i. correlated with oth.r 
properUe. of titanium to formulate a band model. On the ba.h of 
this model it i •• hown that the .lectron. can give an "ppreciable 
po.itive contribution to the fre •• n.rgy a. the tran.formation 
temperature i ... ppro .. ched .. nd it 1. propo.ed that this is the main 
factor causing the instability of the low temper .. ture modification of 
titanium. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Prior to the utilization of hilh temperature x-ray diffraction 
technique •• the procedure. for determininl the hi,b tetnperature .tate 
of a material con.i.ted of thermal analy.18. metallo,rapblc exami-
nation after quenchinl and mea.uremenC of electrical. magnetic. 
optical. mechanical and thermal propertie.. The.e mea.uremenC. 
,ave no direct cry.tallographic information and many time' led to 
erroneous relulta. The fir.t application of blgh temperature x-ray 
diffraction was made by we.tgren(l) in 1921. We.tlren made the 
a.tounding dlacovery that C1 and IS iron are i.omorphic and the Cl--¥ 
tran.formatlon 1. a change from body-centered cubic to face-centered 
cubic. We.tlren'. hilh temperature x-ray diffraction camera(2) 
con.laced of a wire .pecimen located alonl the axia of a cylindrical 
water cooled camera. The camera "al fUled with hydro,en and the 
wire .pecimen was heated by an electrl.c current. The x-ray diffrac:t1on 
pattern was recorded by a fUm placed around the camera. 
Since We.tgren'. experiment. the u.e of high temperature x-ray 
diffraction ha. Irown to encompa .. many metallurgical and .olid .tate 
problem •• uch a. pha.e equiUbria. allotropy. order~dlKKorder 
phenomena. kinetic. of .olid .tate change.. thermal expan.ion and 
thermal diffu.e .cattering with it. application to nuclearmoUon and 
ela.U.:: con.tanta. The.re have been numerous de.l.ln. of high tempera-
ture x-ray camera. to .tudy the •• problem.. Ba.l.cally the •• camera. 
can be cla .. ifled into five different categories of de.lln -- the Debye .. 
-1. 
Scherrer type(3-24), the Seemann-Bohlin type(25), the £lat-plate 
type(16), the ainl1e cry.tal type(Z7 .. Z9). and the counter-
diffractometer type(30.37). The fint four type. of x-ray camera. 
u.ually have uaed fUm for a detector whicb makea detection and 
interpretation of tran.ient phaae. very d.1ificult. Lattice parameten 
that contin11&lly chan,e durioa a tranaformation appear a. broad Une. 
on the film wbicb can erroneoualy be interpreted aa atrain broadenin,. 
Tbe radiation counter technique ia not aubject to tbe.e objectiona but 
there le the poaaibility that the radiation counter 1e not on a diffraction 
peak of a tranelent pha.e and w111 never detect it. exlatence. 
Tbe epecimen in a Oebye-Scherrer camera ie ueua11y in powcler 
or wire form. U it ie a powder, it muat bave an auxiliary .upport 
.uch a. a quart. tube or fiber which can cauee contamination of tbe 
.pedmen at hi,h temperature.. A wire can be eupported outeide of the 
hot sone of the camera, but thie leade to thermal Iradient. in tU wire. 
There are other probleme aeaoelated with temperature mea.urement, 
orientation, texture and grai.n elae in thia type of camera. Uaually. to 
avoid apottine .. of the diffraction patterna, the epecimen 1e required 
to rotate and to oacillate vertically. 
Many of the dieadvanta.ea of the Debye-Scherrer type of camera 
are eUminated by tbe Seemann .. Bohlin camera. In camera. of thi. 
deaian the apecimen can be fairly lal',e and aupported in the hot zone 
o! the camera and temperature meaeurementa can be faciUtated with 
thermocouple. attached to the apecimen. However. tbere ia the die .. 
advanta.e that a complete x-ray diffraction pattern cannot be obtained 
on a .in,le expo.un. 
Sin,le cry.tal camera. bave all tbe deficiencie. of tbe Debye. 
Scberrer type camera at hilb temperature.; bowever, .ome .tudie. 
r.quire the u •• of a aln,le cryatal. 
In recent year. the counter-diffractometer baa come into 
promlnence and baa been adapted to botb hilb and low temperature •• 
Thi. metbod combine. both tbe advanta,e. of hi,b preciaion and rapid 
detectlon of tran.formin, pha.e.. Tbe procedure for mea.urins the 
inten.ity of dHfraction peak. baa .implified kinetic •• tudi... Tbe fir.t 
part of thi. the.la i. concerned with tbe de.l,n and con.truction of tbla 
type of in.trument. 
The application of thi. In.trument to meaaure the tbermal ex-
pan.ion of titanium Is pre.ented aext. Prior attempte(38, 39) to 
mea'ure thi. property bave not been .ati.factory due to contamination 
of tbe .ample by oxy,en and Dltrolen at elevated temperature.. Tbe 
purpo.e for determininl the thermal expansion coefficients la to furtber 
unclerstand tbe allotropic behavior of titanium, for an anomalous 
bebavior of the .. coefllcienh can be interpreted in term. of a chan.e 
1n the electronic: bindint. 
PART I 
A VACUUM X·R.AY DIFFRACTOMETER 
FOR HIGH TEMPERA TUllE STUDIES 
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Z. DESION AND CONSTRUCTION OF HIOH TEMPERATURE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETER 
Precbioll x-ray diffractioll .tudie. at elevated temperatures are 
hampered by three malll factor. - apedmell cOlltamination, thertnal 
diffu.e .catterin, and exc ••• iv. graln ,rowth. Metal •• uch a. 
ti~aiumI alrconium and hafDium cannot be heated in an ordinary 
dynamically evacuated vacuum sy.tem, in which the pre •• ure is of the 
.6 
order of 10 mm, without rapid deterioration of tbe .pecimen .urface 
by oxygell and nitrogen. Th •• pechnen a180 may be heated in a hi,hly 
purified la.; howev.r, cOIl.iderably more power i. required becau.e 
of convection 10 •••• and the .ub.equent tran.fer of beat to other part. 
of tbe x-ray camera <:au.e. expansion wblch can reduce the accuracy 
of mo.t x-ray camera.. The thermal diffuse scattor11lJ of the x-ray. 
alld the decrea.e of the lntell.ity of dL£fractloll peaks a. the .pedmen 
1. heated could re.ult ill the complete 10 .. of the important back-
renection peak. In the bac1t,round. The ,raill ,rowth at elevated 
temperatures prevellte the .taU.tical avera,ing nece •• ary for a powdlr 
x-ray diffractioll technique. A .inale cry.tal method caDDot be u.ld ill 
many metallurlical Inve.ti,atioll. becau.e, even If a a1nslo crystal 
could be obtailled, It would become polycryatalUne whell any tran.for-
mation occurred. 
With thes. factor. ill mind a hi,h temperature, high vacuum x-ray 
diffractometer waa de.lined and constructed. Fi,url I ahow. a ,eneral 
view of tbe apparatu.. Filure Z ia a achematlc: vllw of the lnatrument 
and it •••• oelated electroDic.. For the purpo.e of discu .. ion it ia 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the high temperature x - ray diffractometer 
installation. 
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convenient to dt.cul •• eparately the vacuum 'Yltem and It, 
al.oclated electronlc" the diffractometer and it. component., the 
monochromator, the ,onlometer and the drive. 
Z.l The Vacuum SYltem and Itl A .. oclated Electronici 
The vacuum IYltem il lhewn in Fiiure 3 and Ichematlc:ally 
in Fi,ure 4. The vacuum chamber. whicb t. conltructed of 3/8 lncb 
ltainle .. Iteel, 1.1 ,Ix feet In diameter and four feet bl,b. The tbree 
elec:trode port, are de,l,ned 10 that,la .. -to-metal leah can be 
InltaUed on each port and tben bolted to a mating flanle located on the 
bottom hal! of the vacuum chamber. Tbe diffractometer ,etl upon a 
ledle in.ide tbe cbamber 10 that no mi.aU,nin, .traln, will be 
tranlmltted to tbe In.trum8nt when tbe chamber i. under atmo.pheric: 
loadin,. 
Tbe pumpini .y.tem con.i.tl of a Kinney KS-,n mecbanical pump. 
a ConaoUdated Vacuum MOH-900 3-ata,e mercury dl£fualon pump and a 
cold trap. The cold trap ia divided into two .. cUona; adjacent to the 
diffu.ton pump ia a Freon cooled baffle operated at -ZsoC and after tbe 
baffle i. a liquid nUroaen cold trap with a capac:lty of 22 liter.. Between 
the liquid nitro,en cold trap and the vacuum chamber ia a ConaoUdated 
Vacuum OSV -8 quarter awin,. atraiaht-throu,b valve. 
Tbia ayatem, after two daya of pumping. attaina a preaaure of 
-6 2 x 10 mm of mercury. Tbe vacuum preaaure ia meaaured by a 
Plrani Gauae for tbe bi,h pre .. ure region and an Ionization Gauge for 
-7 pre .. ure, down to 10 mm. The circuit for tbe Ionization Ciau,e ia 
baaically tbe one duigned by Elmore and Sand.(40). 
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A •• tated prevlou.ly. a pre •• ure of 10- 6 mm of air 18 not low 
enough to prevent rapid contamination of a metal like titanium. To 
eliminate th18 problem. all po •• lble place. where air eould leak into 
the vacuum .yatetn are aurrounded by highly purified argon. Every 
O-ring .eal on the high vacuum .ide of the diffu.ion pump. i. a double 
O-riq .ea1 with a .pac. between the O-rinl. for PUtnpinl out and 
fl11iq the region with purified argon. All electrod.a and water linee 
that go into the vacuum eb&mber fiut p ••• through. chamber fill.d 
with purified argon. The re,ion. wbere argon 18 required are auto .. 
matically flu.hed, filled and maintained at a pre .. ure .lightly higher 
than one atmo.phere. After the initial pump down. the chamber Ie 
flu.hed .everat time. with argon and. a. a la.t mea.ura. a titanium 
wire h heated to "geUer" the remaining oxygen and n1tro,en. In thla 
way. it i. po .. ible to obtain a partial pre .. ure of oxygen and nitrogen 
.everal order. of malnitude Ie •• than the pre •• ure in the vacuum 
chamber. The .chematic circuit. for the vacuum control. and arion 
purifying .yetem are .hown in Figure. 5 and 6. 
The diffu.ion of mercury through the cold trap into the chamber 
can be trouble.ome in two way.; the po .. ible contamination of the 
apec::imen and corro.ion of the metal parte eubjec:t to amalgamation. 
To reduce the po .. 1bility of back diffu.ion of mercury. a baffle with 
indium in.ert. i. placed between the cold trap and vacuum chamber. 
2.2 'rhe Diffractometer 
The diffractometer i •• hown from two oppo.ite aid •• in Figure 7 
and a .implified plan view in F'ilure 8. Referring to Figure 8. the 
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Key to Fi,ure 5 
SI, 52, S3, S5, 57, 59, Sll, S14, 516, S18, S21 -- Pu.h Button Switch, NO 
54,86,88,810,512,815,817,819 -- Pu.h Button Switch, NC 
S13 -- Stepp1q Switch, 10 po.mon, 5 bank. 
SZO -- DPST TOille Switch 
Bl-BlZ -- HE-51 Lamp. 
~IMP -- A. C. Ammeter 0 .. Z5 A 
MZ -- A. C. Ammeter 0-15 A 
T 1 -- Variac, 115 V. A. C.; Purifying Furnace 
T 2 -- Variac, 230 V. A. C. ; D1ffu.10n Pump 
T 3 -- Variac, 115 V.A.C.; aetter 
P 1, P 3 -- 115 V.A.C. 
P Z -- 230 V.A.C. 3 Pha.e 
P" -- Jone. PluS 
P 5 -- Jon .. Plug; to Holat 
P 6 -- Cannon Plu'l to DU'fu.lon Pump 
P 7 -- Cannon Plu" 1 and 2 to aetter, 3 and " to Purifying Furnace 
P 8 -- no V.A.C., I pha .. 
P 9 -- lIS V.A.C. 
P 10 -- Cannon Plu.: 1 and 2 to 11S V.A.C., 3 and" to 11S V.A.C. 
P 11 -- 115 V.D.C. 
P 12 -- Amphenol Plug: to Arion Purityin, Cabinet 
Ry 1 - Ry 14 -- R.lay. 
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Key to Figure 6 
VI - V6 -- Hand Operated Valve. 
V 81 - V 87 -- Solenoid Operated Valv •• , N. C. 
PS 1, PS 5, PS 6 -- Pre .. ure Swlteh, N.O. 
ps Z -- Vacuum SwitCh, N. O. 
PS 3 -- Pr ... ur. Switch, D.P.D.T. 
PS 4 -- Preuure Switch, S. P. D. T. 
A -- Argon Storage Cylinde ... 
R -- Gal Regulator 
G - - Pre I lure Gaug. 
B1, BZ -- NE-51 Lamp. 
P1 -- Ampbeno1 Plu,. to Vacuum Control Cabinet 
- 16 -
Figure 7, Front and ba c k views of ciiffr ac tornete t', 
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diffractometer operate. a. follow.: the x-ray beam onlinate. at a line 
focus Oeneral Electric CA-7 x-ray diffraction tube (1) and le directed 
toward. a curved quartz cry.tal (Z), which .erve. to monochromate 
and focus the beam at the .lit (). The monochromatic beam leavinl the 
allt i. -..d,e •• haped with an anale 10 and a hei,ht of Ju.t over one 
centimeter. The beam is then directed toward. the furnace (.) which 
contain. the material to be inye.ti,ated. The diffracted x-ray. are 
picked up by a .cintillation detector (5), which rotate. about the axis (6) 
at twice the angular speed with which the plane of the .pecimen rotate. 
about this eame axi.. Thi. speed ratio le the nece .. ary and aufficient 
condition for a Bragg or Bren1am type focuainl 'pectrometer. The 
motion. that are required by the in.trument are produced by the drive (7), 
operatiq throulh a 50/1 gear reduction box (8), and then to a eet of 
worm ,eara (9). 
The in.trument 1. almo.t entirely con.tructed of atainle ••• teel. 
Teflon and ila •• are the only two non-metallic materiaIe us.d in the 
chamber becau.e of their non-dela .. lnl properll .. ("l). During final 
a ••• mbly, with .uriical Ilove., all trace. of oil are removed from the 
in.trument. The inatrument ia beated In hiah vacuum by infrared 
heatera a. a final precaution aiain.t contaminatinl vapora. 
Ball beariq ••• leeve and thrust bearing' have to be u.ed in many 
of the mechaniama involved in the diffractometer drive. The require-
ment for a very clean atmo.phere in tbe vacuum cbamber prohibIt. the 
uee of bydrocarbon lubricant.. The vacuum ay.tem for the diffracto-
meter doe. not have an 011 diffueion pump; therefore any lubrication 
-19-
which mi.ht be obtained by back.treamin, oil vapor i. ab.ent. Barium 
cannot be u.ed a. a lubricant becau.e the inatrument mu.t be frequently 
expo.ed to air. 
Under .uch conditiona of non-lubricatioD, the beariD,a do not 
have any appreciable Uf.. Aa a typical example, a IItainle .. atee1 ball 
bearin., 16 mm out.ide diam.ter, rotatin. at 100 rpm with a very amall 
load ia complet.ly froHn after about 5000 revolution.. Apparently, a. 
the oxide coatin, on the balla and the race i. broken, amall weld. 
occur between the ball. and the race which lead. to a rapid deterioration 
of tbe bearin, .urfacea ~ Molybdenum-di.ulfide wall tri.d a. a po .. lbl • 
• 0Ud lubricant witbout .ucc.... Po •• ibly the reaaon for the molybdenum-
diaulfide failure i. a. the ball roU. in the race it pu.h •• a small amount 
of molybdenum-dlaulfide ahead of it and ev.ry .0 often the ball jump. 
over thi. mound cauaini indentation. in the ball race. 
the u.e of teflon a. a lubricant proved to be a aati.lactory .olution 
to this problem. Lubrication by teflon ia achieved by continually rubbinl 
a bearin, lIurface a,alnat a .0Ud piece of teflon, thus coatin, it with a 
thin layer of teflon. The proc.dure. used depended upon the type of 
bearin,. For Inatance, in ball bearinl. the steel ca,e ts replaced by a 
teflon ca,e; in .leeve bearlnas .mall teflon Insert. are placed between 
the hou.in. and the .baft. Several different and speelal d .. illns are 
u.ed for thrust bearin •• dependlnl upon the application. 
Z.3 The Monochromator 
The only po .. lbllity of copi1\l with the thermal diffuse acan.rins 
problem ia to mak. the diffraction peaks as aharp aa po •• ible, bave a 
-lO-
very hl,h li,ul to back,rollDCi ratio. and have a yery mODOchromatic 
beam. Thele factoI'I neceilltate the Ill. of a Une foculinl mono-
c:hromatol'(·U). There are two po .. ible politionl where the moDO-
chromator can be located.: elther between the x-ray tube and the lpec:lmen. 
al in thil in.trument. or between the .pec:imen and the detector al 
(43 .f4) l11u.trated in Filu,..e 9. The advantale claimed by the proponent. • 
of the latter method b eUmination of incoherent radiation. 1. e •• 
fluor.lcent and Compton Icatterlna by the Ipeelmen. The.e two 
objectionl are unfounded in mo.t x-ray diffraction .tudiel on metala. 
Fluore.c:ent scatterin, can u.ually be eUmiuted by cholce of the proper 
radiation or pulae heilht dberlmination and .the Compton .catterinl b 
ulually nil .ince the atomic numben are high and x-ray photon enerlle. 
are low (the order of 10 kev.). AI.o, thi. latter method ba. one larse 
d18advantage. The prerequilite of a .harp diffraction peak requires a 
.harply focu.ed x-ray .ource. Thl. require. that the focal epot or 
projected focal epot on the x-ray tube be very lharp which relultl in a 
lar,e 10 .. of lnten.ity in the x-ray beam. The direct beam mono-
chromatiu.tion technique doe. not have thi. objection. 
The intenlity diffracted and focu .. d by a monochromator is 
directly proportional to the incident intenlity strlkins it at the correct 
Brall angle. Since the foculinl proce .. 18 cau.ed by diffraction and 
not renection. al 1n • mirror. the foculed lmage 18 virtually independent 
of the lize and politi on of the lource. The dependence of polition on 
intenlity can be derived al followi. R.eferrin, to Filure 10. conlider 
an imhutelimal area on the surface located at P . All radiation 
C1 
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Figure 10. 
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emanatiDS from tbe .ouree S, of lenath of Z [" and within the angle w 
satlenes the eondltions for Bral. diffraetion. The sou:rc:e S le auumed 
to emit a uniform intensity in the direction of the crystal and the anale 
w is assumed to be the .ame over the enUre cryltal. The Un. JOinin, 
the virtual soure., 5', with any point of the monochromatinl crystal 
whose surfac. U.s on the foc"slnl circle makes the correct Bragl &nIle 
with the crystallolraphic plane.. The distance from S· to S le x and 
the angles el
o 
and ware small. By .imple leometrical considerations 
the intenlity 10.' ItrUdn, the crystal at Pel and satisfying the Bragl 
conditions for diffraction is, 
In ~ kw [ ZR sin (Ill - I )-x] (l.1) 
where the proportionality constant k repre.ents the intensity of x-ray. 
per unit area of the source in tbe direction of the cryltal. The line 
P (lSI mUlt intersect S a. x is varied, otherwi.e lel • O. Thle condition 
can be expre •• ed a. 
Ix\ 
or for small 0. 
CiO ~ 6cot T ' 
Z$ L_ 
- Ii 
o 
(2.2) 
(Z.3) 
Intelratina alons the surface of the cry.tal, the total inten.ity I, which 
can be dUfracted and focu .. d is 
Cl
O 
I .. 2 J kw [ZR sin(Q. I) -x] Rdel (Z •• ) 
o 
and 
z6 
I. 2 TIC! [ J kw za. dn(Q - i-) ·X ] RdCi (2.5) 
o 
Intesratin. equationl Z.4 and Z. 5, and e1mpUfying 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where Xo 18 the d18tanc. from 8' to C. U IS' il the lntenllty wh.n th • 
• ourc. ie located at the virtual po.ition 5', then equationl 2.6 and 2.7 
can be Ii mpllf1.d to 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Fi.ure 11 .chematically .how. the dependence of int.nlity on .ourc. 
poeitioD. It can be ••• n that Imax occur. when X. - ~ • that i., 
when the louree ju.t fiU. the total anlular diverience of the b.am 
behind tb. lourc. image. 
The monochromator 1 •• hown iD p.r.pecUve in Fi,ure 12. It 18 
de.lined to be u.ed witb .ix differeDt charac:teri.tic radiation ••• 
tung.ten L, nickel K, cobalt K, iroD K, mangane .. K and chromium K. 
Thl. includee a characterhtic: waveloDlth apectrum from 1.48 A to 
2.Z9A. The approximate focu.ing conditions(45), rather than the exact 
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Figure 11. Dependence of diffracted intensity upon source position. 
_ 2. b -
Figure 12.. The monochromator. 
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foeu.ln, condition. are u •• d. In thi. ea.e an optically nat .ing1. 
cry.tal of quartz, with the (10 T 1) plan. paraUel to the lurface. ia 
bent to a radil1' of la. where R. i. the radlu. of the focu.ing cirde. 
The monochl'ornato:c- in this inst:c-ument baa R. • ZS em. The (10 T 1) 
plane. 01. quartll were cho.en becau.e of their high reflecting power 
and .harp foeu.inl properti .. (46). 
The di8tance from the .11t to the center of the cryatal is pro-
portlonal to the wavelength which ia to be focused at the .Ut. Thi. 
eli.tanee ia adju.ted by a .erew-driven earria,.. The orientation of 
the cry.tal relative to the .lit i. adjulted by a long micrometer driven 
lever arm which rotate. the ery.tal about an axil coincident with the 
center of the cry.tal face. The .upport. of the cry.tal block have .1x. 
de,ree. of freedom for final aHanment. The x-ray tube mount can 
a .. ume .1x. different po.ition. relative to the .lit depending upon the 
characterlatic radiation d.e.ired. The.e po.itlon. are determined by 
.1x: .. ta of locating hole. on the tube mountlna plate. The tube mount 
hal a tranalational delree of freedom for final adju.tment of the tube 
focal lln& and a !'atational deare. of freedom to vary the "take~off-
anale" from the target. 
The cry.tal and it. clamphll block. are .hown in Figure 13. The 
clampina block. were turned to a 50 em radlu. on a lathe. The final 
profillna of the clamp!na block. to a Willorm ndlu. wa. accompli.hed 
by a lappin, procedure recommended by J. W. M. DuMond(47). The 
quart. ery.tal wa. cut from a larae cryatal free from mechanical and 
electrical twlninl. The initial .ize of the crystal wa. one lnch .quare 
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Figure 13 . T h e crysta l and clamping blocks . 
by 1/8 of an In<:h thick. The orientation of the (10 T 1) plan .. relative 
&0 th. surface was determined to '" 0.010 by usinl a special goniometer 
attachment on a Nor.lco diffractometer. The orientation error was 
corrected and then the cry.tal was ground to a thickn ••• of 0.5 mm and 
poliahed optically nat to about 1/4 of a fringe. Tho cry.tal waa 
clamped in the block. over 84% of it. area. The web in the center of 
the front block .uppr .... d any anUcla.Uc c:urvatur. in the crystal. 
Pre .. u .. e was brousht to bear on the cryatal by a neoprene pad and 
four compr.uion aprinss located at the corners of the crystal block. 
There are five sourc.s which can caus. aberration of the focused 
imale from the monochromator. These are (l) departure of the crystal 
surface from tbe focusins cirele a. proscribed by the approximate 
{ocusinl conditions. (2) penetration of the x-rays into the crystal. (3) 
"cro .. nre" wblch results from radiation strildnl the crystal at an anile 
not perpendicular to a cyUnder lonerator. (4) the mosaic charactorhtic 
of the crystal combined with the Darwin intrinsic width of diffraction 
and (5) the natural breadth of the cAarac:teristic x-ray Une b.ing focused. 
The aberration from the last two of these sources are intrinsic and 
with a liv.n crystal nothing can be done .xcept to carefully select the 
natural quartz from which tho crystal 18 cut. The intrinsic: diffraction 
width 18 very small and misht lead to an aberration of the order of 
0.001 mm at the focus. However. the natural breadtb of tunssten Ull ' 
A A/A • 8." x 10-" (48), lead. to an aberration of O.OZl mm at the 
focus. 
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The first three sources of aberration are termed aeometrical 
sioce they depend on how the crystal is bent. For all intents and 
purposes the "crossfire" aberration is extremely small and can be 
nealected. The aberration -meaeuzoed tanlenUally to the focuein. 
circle due to departure of the crystal surface from the focu.in, circle 
1. i CLZRcot Q(43. 45), where R is the radius of the focllsiol .circle, <1 
i. tbe anlular diveraence of the beam (<1 • 10 , and 0 is tbe Brall ansle 
for diffraction. Tht. aberration mea.ured normal to tbe direction of 
prop&,aUon of the x-ray beam is ! Cl2Rcos Q. The aberration measured 
normal to the cUnction of propalation due to the finite depth of 
penetration of x-raye into the crystal 18 i e sin 20(43), wbere 8 ie the 
dietance the x-rays travel in the crystal. A typical value for e is the 
dietance traveled so that the beam intensity is reduced by a factor of 
100, i. e., e. 4. 6/}k • fI- mu.t include both the normal attenuation of 
the x-ray beam and extinction. For quartz the normal absorption 
-1 
coefficient, )L ~ , for tUDgsten LCL radiation i. 83. 1 cm , while the 
primary extinction absorption coefficient, )A. e' for tunaeten LQ radiation 
diffracted from the (10 T 1) planes of quartz i. 989 em-I. Therefore, 
the total attenuation coefflcient is 1073 em-I. This value overeetimate. 
the true attenuation coefficient .ince it ne,lecte the mo.aic structure of 
the quarts. The sum of the .. two aberrations for tungsten L radiation 
Cl 
is 0.028 mm. 
There la one compensating factor which tende to improve the 
leom.trical aberration. The elastic strains in tbe cryetal chanle the 
lattice spacinl of the renecUn, planes in euch a way as to reduce the 
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aberration due to the deptb of penetration. Tbe deptb of penetration 
aberration i. toward a lower Braa. an,le. However, the etre •• in tbe 
cry.tal chanae. £rom a .tate of compre •• ion on tbe front face of tbe 
cryatal to a atate of tenaioll on tbe back face. Tbh leada to a COIl-
tiDually deerea.in. lattice .paciDa from the froDt to back face, wbicb 
tend. to eau .. an aherratioD toward a blaber Brag. aDlle a. tbe x-ray 
beam penetrate. tbe ery.tal. 
The ,eom.trical abbe ration of the ¢ry.tal ia mea.ured by a 
method equivaleDt to the Hartmann te.t appUed to mirrora aDd l.n •••• 
it. fiDe 11ne of x-ray. 18 directed to .everal dUfereDt poaitioD' on tbe 
ery.tal and the cent.r of th. diffracted trace from eacb po.itiOD 18 
determined. Wb.re tbe trac •• cro •• to a minimum cro •• - •• ction i. 
tbe locatioD of th. be., focu. and the cro •• -.ection repre.eDt. th. Une 
of lea.t coofu.ioD. Figure 14 .bowl the .xamiDed r."ion. on tb. cryltal 
and their corr.,poDdinl trace.. Tbe aberration 18 0.016 mm. Tbi. 1. 
Ie •• than tbe aberratioD' whicb caDnot be eliminated, i. e., tbe .ource 
and tho cry.tal diffraction. A fUm placed near the be.t focue .bowa a 
At.. -3 
complete re.olution of tungsten LIlZ from tunl.'en Llll ( T. 7.5 x 10 ). 
2.4 The Goniometer 
Tbe .ectioD of tbe in.trUm8Dt referred to ae the gOniome,er 
mea.ure. the anplar location aDd in'en.itie. of diffraction peake. It 
ba.ically eOD.bte of a furDace wbicb contain. a .pedmen and an x-ray 
detector. Both the lpedmen .. nd detector mu.t maintain tbe correct 
an,ular relationlhip witb tbe primary beam to in.ure Bragg or Bretano 
- 3 2 -
5 4 3 2 
10 9 8 7 6 
2.5cm 
6 2 7 3 8 4 ,9 10 5 
1----------- 0.25mm ---------1.1 
Figure 14. X-ray Hartman tests of the monochromator. 
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type foeu.in,. The furJl&c. and the detector are each rotat.d about 
a comm.on axl. by two bron.e worm ,ear. which have a pitch diam.ter 
of 15 inche.. Th. 2 to I angular relation.hip between the d.tector and 
the specimen is maintained by two antibackl •• h spur ,ear. wbich couple 
the two d:dvinl worm. which have a pitch diamet.r of on. inch. On. 
revolution of the worm corre.pond. to a 10 rotation of the det.ctor. 
Th. backl •• h i. eliminated by oppo.ing torqu •• of 15 inch-pound. on 
the worm lears applied by a con.Cant force coil .pring. The .ucc ••• 
of this type of in.trument n.ce .. itate. that an axlt of rotation be pre-
cl.ely denAed. Tbh i. accompU.bed by two let. of pr.ci.ion aDgular 
COAtaCC b.aring. mount.d in tb. "DB" po.Uion. Tolerance. weI'. lm-
po.ed on the machining and b.aring' '0 that the tocal compo,it. rotational 
error 'hould not .xc •• d Z •• x 10.3 d.,r.... Thi. corre.pond. to • 
relative error IA Interpl&Jl&r ,pacini' of Ie .. than one part In 50,000 
for Brall anile. Ir.ater than 4So . 
The .olution to the probl.m of exc.,.lv. grain II'0wth at elevated 
temperature' La to make the x-ray b.am .can over many grain' or, 
.ince the ,rain, are as,um.d to be larg., a lar,a ,urface area. Thi. 
La accompli.hed by the form of the .p.cimen a •• hown in Figure 16. 
Fifteen trapezoidal ,egments are riveted to a ,poked whe.l. The out-
.1de diameter of the whe.l ia ZZ. 5 centimetars and the thickne .. of each 
.elment b apPl'OXimat.1y 3 millim.t.ra • .After riv.tinl, .t.p, are 
taken to inaure that the front fac •• of the specimen •• ,m.nta are co-
plaJl&l'. Th. riv.ta and .poked whe.l are mad. of baaic:ally the aame 
mat. rial aa the apecim.n or a mat. rial that will not appreciably diffu •• 
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Figure 1 6 . Specimen . 
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or vaporize on the specimen. The .poke. of the .pec1men wheel are 
inclined to reduce the induced th.rmal .tr ..... in the .poke.. Thi. 
aDftular ehaped .pedmen wheel i. th.n rotated iii a toroidal .haped 
furnace. A .lot ie cut in the bottotn of the IUll"nace which pertnite the 
x-ray beam to enter and leave. The x-ray beam .trik •• the .pedmen 
tUne centimeter. from the axil of rotation which mean. that the x-ray 
beam .can. o"er an area of 55 .quare centimeter.. In thi. wayan 
attempt 1a made to .can a large number o1.rain., a. required by the 
powde r method. 
The furnace 1a de.l,n.e! to beat the .pecimen to 12000 C by 
radiation from an electrically beat.d .lement. A cro .. -.ection of the 
furnace ie .hoW1l 1n Figure 11. The outer .hell (1) 1. a water cooled 
tUckel plated copper .hield. Thi. 1. to eUminate the pouibiUty of heat 
being t .. aneferred to the inoU'Ument. A IS tnicron aluminum foU (Z), 
which cover. the furnace open1na for the x-ray beam, .erve. a. a heat 
reflector. There are two .. t. of monel radiation .hield. (3) between 
the heater elem.nt. (4) and the water cooled .hi.ld. The heater element. 
are de.i,ned .0 that DO ceramic. are expo.ed to the vacuum .y.tem. 
Thio io achieved by windin, the heater wire (5) In a .piral, in.watin. 
the turn. from each other by alundum fhh-.plin. in.ulatora (6, and 
.ea11DI the windinl in a welded nickel ca.e (7). The electric:a1 connec-
tion. are brouaht out through ala .. to metal .. alt (8). Provialon la 
made to pump out the re,10n that contain. the heater coll, re!111 it with 
arion and then •• al it off from the vacuum chamber. Two vaporization 
ohield. (9) are in.erted between the specimen (10) and the heater 
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element.. Tbe.e .bield. are of tbe same material as the .pecimen to 
prevent tbe nickel heater case from vaporizin, on the spec:1men. Heat 
tranaler to tbe rotating .haIt (11) by radiation from the furnace or con-
ductioD along the spokes of the .pec:1men wheel is reduced by a set of 
coolin, fins (12) which rotate in clo .. proximity to a copper coolinl coil. 
A platinum-platinum + locr. rhodium thermocouple 18 located in an 
approximate black body poeUion (13). Tbe motor (14) which rotatee the 
epec:1men h inclo.ed in a etainle .. eteel box filled with inert argon. 
The motor 18 coupled to the epecim,en by a eet of malnete (15). The 
uniformity of the temperature within tbe furnace h not very critical 
(or a. the epecimen rotate. it -avera,ee out the temperature variation. 
in the furnace. The furnace ieallowed to ,0 to thermal equilibrium 
by maintaining a conetant power input. 
Due to tbe uee of the monochromator, the diffraction peak. are 
relatively low in inteneity. Accurate inteneity meaeuremente in tbe 
leaet amount of Ume require a high detector efficiency and a hiah peak 
to back,round ratio. The beet radiation detector euited for theee con-
ditione ie a ecintillation counter(49, SO, 51). Ite euperiority to the Geiler 
and proportional counters with re.pect to quantum countinl efficiency 
bae been previouely diecu .. ed(52). Tbere i. the added advantale over 
the Geiger counter of virtual elimination of the counter "dead time". 
High peak to back,round ratios and elimination of the A/2 contributioD 
to the diffraction peak can be obtained with the use of a pulae bei,ht 
discriminator. However, tbe eneriies of the x-ray photon. used in 
x-ray diffraction etudiee are fairly low (from about 5.5 to 10 kev). In 
thie low enerlY rani., it is nece .. ary that the electronic. be capable of 
producin, a silnal which is completely tsolated from the photo-
multiplier and the amplifier nois •• 
The detector instrumentation can be described as follow.. A 
ain,le crystal of Na I (T 2-) 1.5 cm square and 0.5 mm thick 18 
hermetically .ealed in a container. The attenuation coefficient for 
x-rays i •• 0 hi,h for Na I ( f ~ 990 cm -1 for tungsten LCl radiation) 
that the .urface on which x-rays impin,e must be extremely clear 
and free from cracks or scratche.. 'fo reduce the poulbillty of 
"llght trappin," the cry.tal i. cleaved. The crystal ia thin to reduce 
the cosmic ray background. The x-ray beam enters the cry.tal con-
tainer through a 0.005 inch beryllium foil coated with a 1 micron 
aluminum reflector on the side adjacent to the crystal. 'rhe crystal 
i. optically coupled to a Ila .. window throulh which the .cint illation 
Ught pulaes p..... This window is then optically coupled to the photo-
multiplier face with Dow Corning Uilico~ stopcock grea... With this 
configuration, most of the lisht produced by the absorption of an x-ray 
photon by the Na 1 (T-e.) crystal reach.s the photocathode of the photo-
multiplier. 'rh. photomultiplier must be carefully .eleeted both for 
low noise and hiah lain. The high gain l. nec ••• ary to reduce the 
"noi.e-in-sl,nal". A DuMont Kll3" was found to be very succe .. ful 
with re,ard to the two previou.ly mentioned prerequisites. (A Kl234 
is a 6292 specially .. lected for high gain.) The pula .. from the photo-
multiplier are .. mplified with a gain of '" by an adjacent preamplifier 
and then are .ent out of the vacuum chamber by a cathode follower. The 
pulse. are then amplU'ied and pa .. through a pulae heilht diacriminator 
in a modified Nuclear-Chicago 1810 Radiation Analyzer. The modifl-
eadon. incorporated in the analyzer were chan, ina the filament heater 
.upply in the amplifier .eetion to reaulated DC and chaDiing the di •• 
c:ritnln&tOr window .0 that it c:an be adJu'eted between 0 and 20 volta. 
The pul.e. that can pall the pulae hei,ht diacriminator are then aent 
to a rate-meter or .caler. 
The performance characteriatica of the adnt! nation detector were 
determined with tunl.ten L.a.l radiation. The photomultiplier was 
operated with 68 voUa per atase except that fir.t and .econd .tagea 
which were operated at 204 and 136 volta per ataae, reapectively. 'rhe 
total gain of the preamplifier and ampli£1er was 2500. The pulle height 
dlatribution curve, made with a 2 volt window, and the integral curve 
ia ahown in Fiaur. 18. Thia 11 the fint time, to the writer'a knowled,e, 
that the nolae from a acinti llation detector waa redl1ced to a low enough 
value to ahow the eacape peak for an x-ray photon of thi. Iowan energy 
without coolln, the photomultiplier. 
A comparison wa. made between a acinti llation detector and a 
Geiger counter with regard to detection efficiency and peak to back-
ground ratio, when the .ample waa moderately fluoreaciDi. A aample 
o! titanium ... aa mounted in a Norelco diffractometer and irradiated 
with copper radiation. The region about the (10 T 1) peak of titanium 
was acanned with (1) a aeiger counter (argon filled with a halogen quench 
and an active length of 10 centimeters), (Z) a aelger counter with a 
nickel fUter and (3) a acintillation d.tector. Several Icana were made 
with the acinti llation detector, each u.in, a different aetting of the baa. 
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level dbcriminator and a con.tant value for the upper level 
dbcrimlnator (16 volta). Aa the ba.e "waa moved up, the fluore.cent 
contribution to the peak and background was reduced. The re.ult. are 
compiled in Figure 19. It 18 intere.Ung to note that for equal detection 
efficiencies the peak-to-background ratio for tbe .cint illation detector 
i. 8.6 time. better than the Geiler counter or Z. 4 times better than 
the Geiger counter with the nickel filter. For equal peak-to-
background ratio. the detection ef£lciency of tb •• cintillation counter 
i. 2 time. better than th. Oeiger counter or Z. 8 time. better than the 
Oei,er counter with tbe nickel filt.r. " 
Z.5 The Drive 
The drive was deaigned for continuous acanning and atep .canning. 
When .canning continuoualy, the detector move. with a slow conatant 
angular velocity aDd aend. the x-ray pula.a it receivea to a rate meter 
whoae output is connected to a cbart recorder. Tbi. type of .canning 
is .uitable for the approximate location and intenaity of diffraction peaka, 
but tbe reaponae time of the rate meter and recorder and tbe non-
uniform atatiaUca of tbe counting procedure limit the accuracy. The 
moat accurate way to locate tbe center of gravity and intenaity of a 
diffraction peak, with a given atatiatical error, is by the atep .canning 
technique. In thia type of acanning, the detector atay. at a given 
angular poaition and accumulatea a given fixed count. The tim. required 
for tbe £lxed count ia recorded digitally by a Berkeley printer working 
in conjunction with a Berkeley timer, or the inten.ity can be recorded 
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Figure 19. Comparison between a scinti llation and a Geiger counter . 
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on a chart recorder using a Norelco Counting-Rate-Computer. The 
digital printer bas a precialon of an order of magnitude I reate I' than 
the Counting-Rate-Computer and 1s preferred. After the data are 
recorded the detector move. a .mall angular increment and the fixed 
count proce.s 1. repeated. The disadvantage with step scanning 1. that 
an enormous amount of time le required to scan between peaks. To 
eliminate th1. problem a diffractometer control circuit was designed to 
work in conjunction with the drive so that the detector would step scan 
in the region where a diffraction peak is located and then move con-
tinuously until it reaches the next diffraction peak. The drive ia shown 
in Fl,ure 20 and the schematic for the diffractometer control in Figure 
21. 
The drive may be briefly ducribed as follows. A reversing 
synchronous motor (1) is enclosed in an argon filled stainless steel 
box (2) and coupled to a drive shaft (3) by a .. t of malnets (4). The 
motion ta transmitted to the goniometer through a set of spur geare (5) 
and a multiJaw coupling (6). An electromalDet (7) sealed in an argon 
filled box serv •• to uncouple the multiJaw coupling and dleengage the 
main drive shaft (8) from the motor drive. Wben tbe multlJaw coupling 
1. uncoupled, motion can be transmitted to the main sbaft in distinct 
rotational .teps by a ,oneva wheel (9). The geneva pin (10) is activated 
by a solenoid (11) wblch is designed 80 that the coil remains stationary 
and the plunger rotate. inside of the coil. Another solenoid (lZ) acta 
as a brake on the main ahaft to make sure tbat the geneva wheel is 
engaged by tbe geneva pin when the drive switches over from continuous 
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scanninl to step .canning. A commutator .witch (13) .ynchronizes the 
,eneva pin .olenoid with the drive .haIt (3) .0 that the geneva pin 
enaage. and retract. at the rilbt po.ition. Anotber commutator 
.witch (14) •• nd. out pul ••• which indicate the angular poeition of the 
goniometer. 
The diffractometer control circuit coordinat •• and controle the 
loniometer movements witb tbe data recording proce •• es. 'rbe control 
panel i8 prolrammed for the region. wbere tbe detector i8 to step scan, 
tbe an,ular increment to be u.ed when step scannin" tbe high anile 
limit at which the detector i8 to .top and tbe low angle limit at whicb 
the detector 1, to re.et itself. The re,ions wbere .tep .cannin, 1a to 
occur can be chosen to any quarter of a de,ree interval between 0° and 
1750 • The interval. are predetermined either by calculation or a 
continuous .can. An,ular increments of 0.01°, O. ozo and 0.050 can be 
cho.en for tbe .tep increment. Once the control panel i. pro,rammed, 
the experiment proceed. automatically. 
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3. EVALUATION OF ERRORS LIMITING THE ACCURACY OF 
THE DIFlta..ACTOMETER 
Til. location of the cent.r of aravity and the sub.equent analy.is 
of diffraction peak. for the accurate determination of lattice parameter. 
are .ubject to botb .tatistical and .yot.matic: errors. 'rbe statistical 
error. are usually treated by a least squares analy.i. similar to that 
sugg .. ted by M. U. Cohen(S3). In order to apply thi. lealt .quarea 
method, it 11 necessary to a •• ume a functional relationship betwoen the 
.yet.matic errors and the Bragg anglo. Thi. functional relationshlp 
require. a complete analy.is of tbe x-ray optics. In ieneral, a 
diffraction peak recorded by this parafocusinl type diffractometer i. 
asymmetrical, broadened and .hilted from its theoretical ZG value. 
Th.re are two main cla •••• of broadeninl -- intrin.ic and instrumental. 
Tbe intrinsic broad.nina is a.soclated with tbe state of tbe specimen 
and the energy distribution of tbe x-rays. Tho natural profile of a 
diffraction maximum depend. upon the .pecimen .train and distribution 
of cry.talline siae. There i. no broadenina due to crystalline lize a. 
lon, a. no appreciable fraction of .pecimen bas crystallite. witb a 
mean dimension Ie .. than O. Z microns. Thil type of broad.ninl is 
approximately .ymmetrlcal(S4) and would not affect the location of tb. 
c.nter of ,ravity of a diffraction peak. Tbe broadening auoeiated with 
nonuniform .train in the specimen la not symmetrical and can shift the 
center of gravity to hi,her or lower Bragg anglel dependina upon tbe 
Itate of tbe re.idual stres.. Evon if the residual stre.s is uniform. 
tbe strain. auoclated with tbe different intorplanar 1~c1nls will be 
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nonunifol'm due to the variation of the crystalloil'aphic elasUc 
constants. 
A chal'acterisUc line from an x-l'ay target is not monoenergetic, 
but there 18 a definite spread of wavelenlths. Th18 leads to an angular 
spread of the diffraction peak 
At.. AQ .. ~tanlI (l.1) 
where the wavelenlth spread 1s A A. Therefore, the broadening due to 
wavelength spread rapidly increases as l~9MoK But again, this 
broadenins is symmetrical with respect to the center of gravity of the 
waveleo,th spread. If the absolute values of lattice paramet.n are 
d.sired, car. should be taken to us. the wavelength corr.sponding to 
the center of gravity of a characteristic line when the locations of the 
diffraction peaks are represented by their center of gravity. The center 
of gravity of a characteristic Une does not nece .. arily correspond to 
its peak value(S5). For example, the copper Kell line shows a 0.003% 
difference between its peak value and its center of gravity(56). 
The para!ocusing diffractometer has the following sources of 
instrumental broadening: 
1. The us. of a flat sample rather than a curved one concurrent 
with tbe focusing circle. 
Z. Penetration of the x-rays into the aample. 
3. V.rtical divergence of tbe x-ray beam. 
4. X-ray source profil •• 
S. Widtb of the receiving slit. 
6. Misalignments. 
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The convolutions (Faltungs) of the.e functions with the pure diffraction 
profile have been thoroughly inve etilated (57, 58, 59) with the use of tbe 
superposition theorem(60). Only tho .. convolutions tbat lead to an 
asymmetrical broadening, i. e., a diaplacement o£ the center of gravity, 
are of interest for precision lattice parameter determinations. The 
first two factors, the nat plate approximation and tbe penetration of 
x-raye into the sample, lead to an asymmetrical broadening and & dis-
placement of the center of gravity towards low 0 values. An analysis 
by A. J. C. Wilson(61) sbows that this displacement le . 
[ "Z 1] t cos 0 AO .. - ~ + '4,iL1t' sin Zg + It [eZ)J-t esc 0 -lJ (3.2) 
wbere ZA is the illuminated len,th of tbe specimen, It ie the dUfracto-
meter radius, )J- le the linear absorption coefficient and t is specimen 
thiekne... For)J t »1, only the first term is significant. Since the 
divergence of the beam limits the illuminated length of the specimen, 
A c i R esc 0 (3.3) 
where C1 is the beam divergence. 
The tbird factor, tbe vertieal divergence of tbe beam, also caus.s 
an asymmetrical broadening. lD~or this ca.e, however, tbe .bift of tbe 
center of gravity is towards higher 0 values in the back ren.ctions 
region and lower 0 values in the front renection region. An analysis 
by J. N. Eastabrook(59) show. that the center of gravity di.placement is 
1 6Z AO.· U cotZO (3.4) 
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where <5" la the overall vertical diversence an,le. The derivation of 
the above equation is true when the vertical diversonco ia limited by 
SoUer collimating sUta. Although a SoUer sUt is employed in thh 
inatrument, tho vertical diversenee ia mainly limited by the 1arlo 
ratio of the apectrometer radiua to the he1shta of the apeelmen, aUt 
and monochromator. For this instrument the vertical diversence 1s 
limited to approximately 10 • 
The fourth factor, tbe source profils, will Dot abift the cent.r of 
Iravity if the source ia symmetrical. If the aource la asymmetrical, 
there is no ahift if the deviation anale Zg ia mea"ured from the center 
of srayity of the source to the center of sravity of the diffraction peak 
and the center of ,ravity of tb.e source pa •••• over the axle of rotation 
of the spectrometer. Thi. can be shown by the follo'Wina analy.la. 
Con.ider a diffraction peak f(Zg) where Zg 1a mea.ured from the center 
of Iravity of the x-ray beam about the axis of rotation of the spectro-
meter. The function f(ZO) ia pre.umed to be continuous and f(2g) and 
all it. derivaUvea approach 0 as Zg -.,j,e co. If ,(E) h the source profil., 
then the convolution of tb.e source and tbe diffraction peak f(20) is 
F(ZG). fCO a(E) f(Z; -E)dE: (J.5) 
-co 
There 18 the auxiUary condition tbat 
(3.6) 
The centor of .rayity is 
-52. 
f'" (28) F(U) d(ZG) 
F(U) • _·..;co=-______ _ 
co 
(3.7) J F(ZQ) d(ZQ) 
-00 
Sub.titutillg equation 2.13 into the above expre .. lon, 
r j (2e1) £(Zel. E) ,(c:)dEd(ZQ) 
F(U) • _ • KKK;oo--=_-oo:;;;;KKIK~ _________ _ 
00 00 
(3.8) f J f(Zea. £) I( cJd£ d(lel) 
-co -01) 
Expandinl £(2Q- t.) In a Taylor' ... ri .. 
2 
I(ZeI. q • f(2e1) + [f' (lG) + ir- £11 (2e1) + .•• , (3.9) 
equation J. 8 become. 
(3.10) 
IntesraUn, by pan., intelrat. of the form 
(3. 11) 
for n 42, and 
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JeO d(20) • 0 (3. il) 
-00 
for n ~ 1. 
U.in, equation. 3.6 , 3.11 and 3. 12, equation 3.10 reducee to 
or 
00 f (ZO) f(ZO) d(ZO) 
t(ZO) .r --KK;;Kll~-------
00 f f(ZO) d(ZO) 
-00 
F(2O) • J'l'I"GT , 
which was to lie proven. 
(3. 13) 
(3. 14) 
The fifth factor, the widtb of the recelvln, .IU, ie a symmetrical 
convolution and will not .hift tbe center of aravity. However, there i. 
tbe pouibUity tbat the convolution (Faltun,) of a step scannina eUt and 
the diffraction peak f(ZO) may cause a shift in the objectively determined 
center of ,ravity. For tbe purpose of di.cus.ion, f(ZO) ie as.umed to be 
symmetric with re.pect to it. true center of gravity ZO . If the center 
o 
of the .Ut, of width W., coincide. with ZOo or is displaced ~/w from ZOo' 
where ~ ie tbe .tep increment, tben tbe experimentally determined 
center of aravity must coincide with 20 . Simple geometrical arguments 
o 
sbow tbat the maximum shift in the center of arllvity occurs when tbe 
center of tbe aUt i. dieplaced :j: ,,/4 from ZO. The order of ma,nitude of 
tbe maximum displacement can be estimated a. follows. Let n '" 0 
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denote the po.ilion of the alit when the center of the aUt ie diaplac:ed 
€. from Z80 • Poaltion. of tbe .lit corre.pondinl to increa.in. value. 
of ZO from ZOo an denoted by incnaain. po.ltlve lnteleu and de-
creaain. value. of 18 from ZQo by decre •• in, inte,era. The convolution 
of the diffraction peak and the .Ut l. a .arle. of .tep. of lnten.ity In 
where, 
(3. 15) 
or 
I 'X- W f(ZO + £ + nA) n • 0 t'" (3. 16) 
Expandinl in a Taylor'a .erie. and nealeclin, term. of the order of E. Z, 
equation 3.16 become. 
In . ' W. [f(ZOo + n~F + 8f'(ZOo + n~Fz 
'fha center of ,l'avity of the peak I.. 
(ZO + n~ + £ ) I 
o n 
-n 
o 
U ain. equation 3.15 and the fact. that 
f(ZO + n~F • feZ 8 - n") o 0 
and 
f'(20 + nl" = -f'(20 - nl'), 
o 0 
(3. 17) 
(3. 18) 
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Figure 22. Convolution of a step scanning slit with a symmetrical 
diffraction peak. 
equation 3.18 reduces to 
n 
o f'L 
1 + n=1 
nfl(ZG + n13) 
o 
f(2Q + nM 
o 
(3. 19) 
wbere An .. (l"O" - ZG
o
). If a triangular peak 1. a .. umed, £1(2"0 + nf') 
is a constant 
£(2" + nl5) .. £(2" ) (1 -~ ) 
o 0 no 
For this case, 
A"'"". '( I ) 
,., " <.- 'ii'iT 
o 
(3. ZO) 
or 
(3. Z 1) 
Typical values which might b. a .. umed are, /3 .. 0.050 and no .. 8. For 
~ 0 -5 this case, ~~"max • 0.0014 .. Z.4 x 10 radians. For di!fraction peaks 
where ZQ > 45°, the maximum error in d spacings tbis convolution can 
cause is 1e.s than 1 part in 80,000. 
Since the generation of x-ray. is random with r.spect to time, 
tbe intensiU •• measured by the .tep scanning procedure are subject to 
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tbe laws of statistics and tbe objectively determined center of ,ravity 
of a diffraction peak 18 subject to a statistical variation. Since the 
total count ie fixed at eacb anaular posl.tion, the staUstics are fixed. 
i. e .• the standard devl.ation in N I.. -vN. and the probable error in N 
I.s 67/ -{N.,.. whore N I.s tbe total number of count. accumulated. Tbe 
effect tbe .tati.tical variation of inten.lti •• ba's on the di.placement 
of tbe center of gravity of a diffraction peak can be analyzed as lollows. 
Again con.ider a diffraction peak {(ZQ) with it. center of cravlty located 
at 2Q
o
' Tbe center of tbe scanning sUt is auumed to coincide with 2Q
o 
when the sUt is in the po.ition denoted by n .. O. Positions of tbe sUt 
correspondin, to ' increasing value. of ZQ from 2Q
o 
are noted by position 
intecere and dec~eaKinl values by ne,at!ve inteaere. The steppinl 
interval is ~ and the aUt width 18 W. The convolution of the diffraction 
• 
peak and the .Ut is a .erie. of step. of intensity 10 as Ulu.trated in 
. n 
Filure 23. 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
Let the experimentally measured values of intensity be denoted by, ,In • 
I :: 10 (l-k ) 
0. n n (3.24) 
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Figure 23. 
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where k i. the error in the nth reading and 10 i. the true intensity. 
n n 
Tbe center of ,ravlty of the peak 18 
-n o 
-n o 
(3. Z5) 
U the dlffraction peak i. a,ain a .. umed to be symmetrical. I -I • by 
n -n 
u.in. equation 3.24 and .lmpUfyln,. equation 3.25 reduces ~o 
ZO • lG __ .;;.1 __ -,-___ _ 
o 10 t Z t (3. Z6) 
1 
Now k Ie a statlatical error In intenaUy and abould bear no relation to 
n . 
n. U:Ark 11 tbe maximum error expected In an inten.ity determination. 
then 
(3.27) 
U N counte are accumulated at eacb &Dlular poaition. then the atandard 
deviation of the aum or difference ,between any two readin.s ie I[ZN. 
Therefore. tbe probable value of k -k la:l:. S1/~ 'iN. Tbe probable n -n V ~n 
error in 20 • .ol1S. Ie 
(3.28) 
To e.Umate tbe o.rder of magnitude of An, a triangular dlffracUon 
peak i. a,ain a •• umed. 
In" 10(1- n:+1) 
For tbb ca.e 
Typical value. wbicb migbt be a •• umed are 
f) .. 0.050 
n .. 8 
o 
N .. 6400 
(3. Z9) 
(3.30) 
~ -40 -6 For thia ca.e, KoK~K" ..... " x 10 ... 7. 7 x 10 radian.. Thi. 11 much 
too .mall to introduce any error in the determination of lattlc. 
parameter •• 
The la.t factor which can affect the location of the center of ,ravity 
of a diffraction peak 11 the diffractometer milalignm,nta. There are 
.Ix aligcment. that can affect tbe peak .hape or peak location. The •• 
are: 
1. The •• ttlng of the zero po.iUoc. 
.61· 
Z. The center of gravity of the beam doee not pa .. over the 
axie of rotation. 
3. The face of the epecimen ie off the axil of rotation. 
•. The face of tbe .pecimen, the receivin, alit aDd the 
louree are not paraUel. 
5. The centen of the Ipechnen, recelving llit and lource 
are not in the lame horbontal plane. 
6. The Z-to-l angular lettinl between the detector and the 
.pec:lmen 1. inc:orrec:t. 
The .ero •• ttln, of tbe lpectrometer can be determined a. 
accurately al tbe location of any diffraction peak by IcanDin, over the 
primary x-ray beam and determining the location of ltl center of 
,ravlty. Therefore, this alignment ehould not .ntroduce any .yetematic 
error. If, however, the zero polition il not accurately determined, 
thi. lead. to an error of AO II conltant. 
If the center of ,ravity of the beam doel not pa.1 over the axie 
of rotation, there 10 a,ain a conltant dilplacement of the location a of 
the center of ,ravitiel of the diffraction peakl. Simple ,eometrical 
conoideration •• how that thil placement in 0 iI equal to tbe an,le between 
tbe 11ne Joinins tbe oource to the axi. of rotation and the trace of the 
center of ,rav1ty of the x-ray beam. f he procedure uled to miDimi&e 
thie milaH,nment i. to find the trace to tbe detector of tbe 11ne joinin, 
the axil of rotation with tbe lource by independently rotating a vertical 
wedge about tbe axle of rotation. Then adjult tbe primary beam 10 It. 
center of ,ravity coincide. with tbia trace. Tbe combination of tbe .ero 
position and the center of gravity not pau1nS over the axis of rotation 
errors is AQ IS constant '"' '? • (3.31) 
Tbe displacement of a diffraction peak due to tbe specimen being 
off the axil of rotation has been theoreUcally(61) and experimentally 
inveetigated(34). The peak displacement i. 
AO,."It- co. 0 (3.32) 
where s 11 tbe di.placement of tbe specimen off the axis towards the 
source and R is the diffractometer radius. 
Due to the fact that the above expre.sion 11 lineal' with respect to 
I, a vertical rotatloD of the Ipecimen with respect to the source do •• 
not displace tbe center of gravity of a diffraction peak, but only 
broadens tbe peak. The value of s to us. in equation 3.32 is obviously 
the distance from specimen to tbe axilo! rotation mealured at half tbe 
specimen height. A rotation of the receiving sUt relative to the source 
also does DOt di.place the center of Iravlty but only broadens the peak. 
U the centers of the lource, specimen and receiving sUt ar. not 
in tbe same hori&ontal plane, the vertical divers.nce error i. increased 
and must be taken into account by equation 3.4. Care mu.t be taken in 
thi. alignment linee the error In 0 loes as the divergence angle .q,uared. 
U the plane of the specimen doe. not make equal anale. with the 
source and the detector, the center of gravity of the peak is shifted. It 
is reported that if the plane of the .pec1mel1 makes an angle 0 + X with 
the source aQCl the detector makes an angle of 20 with the source, the 
expreuion (62) 
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(3.33) 
ahould. replace the Iirat term of equation". 2 previoualy derlved by 
A. J. C. Wlhon. Tbe above expre .. ion 3.33 i, incorrect. Fint, it 
is off by a factor of 1/2 as can be sbown by letting y~l and next, in 
ita derivation it nellecte tbe penetration of the x-ray beam into the 
sample and the unequal lenlthe of irradiated specimen on eacb side of 
,the axl. of rotation. Wben tbe .. two facton are included, tbe 
followinl expression .hould be added to WU.on's equation 3.2: 
060 ~ 5 v (C1)2 cot2 0 + .«2 cot20 [r (1)2 (cot 0 tan 0) + .in 20l 
'J 0 '% '% ,-- - ")LR J (3.34) 
Tbi. eCluation was derived by following WU.on'. &1\a1y.18 and alterinl 
tbe x-ray path lenlth in tbe .pecimen and the limit. of intelraUon a. tbe 
.ample i. rotated a .mall an,le, If , from ita pre.cribed angle. Tbe 
.ample is a1.0 a .. umed to be infinite in thic:kne .. ( p. t » 1) and the 
irradiated lengtb of the .ample ia limited by tbe beam divergence C1. 
For a 1° beam and r: equal to 1°, tbe above expre •• ion could not 
o introduc:e an error of more tban one part in a bal! million, for Col > 45 , 
in a lattice parameter determination. 
Differentiating Bragg'. law, tbe relative error in d i. 
Ad cr-= -eot Q.60 (3.35) 
Combining equation. 3.Z, 3.3, 3.4, 3.31 and 3.32, equation 3.35. for 
)J. t »1, reduee. to 
(3.36) 
All of tbe.e term., except the one corre,pondins to tbe vertical 
o diveraence of tbe x-ray beam, tend to .ero a. Q - 90 . The vertical 
diveraence term increa,e, to - -t: a. Q ~ 900 For tM, diffracto-
=eter, & x 10 , therefore, the maximum error contribution of the 
o 
vertical diveraenee h one part in 360,000 a. o~ 90 , wbicb can be 
nealected. By .ub,titutina realistic value. for tbe con.tant, in equation 
3.36. it 11 obvious that the la.t two terma. whicb repr .. ent mi.alisn-
ment, are the mo.t .i,niflcant. 
Tbere are two otber correction. that .hould be con.idered. The 
deviation anale for a Bral' reflection ia mea.ured by the number of 
revolution. the worm, whicb drive. the main lear. hail been turned 
away from the .ero po.Uion. Thi. anile, a. mea.ured by tbe number 
of revolution. of tbe worm. doe. not nece.sarily correspond to the true 
ansle tbe detector make. with tbe primary x-ray beam, due to tooth and 
eccentricity error. in tbe worm sears and eccentricity error. In the 
bearing', The u.ual procedure for callbratina worm seara t. very 
difficult, but tbe mathematic. involved h relatively eimple. J\ new 
method involvins a .imple experimental procedure but an involved 
mathematical treat=ent waa .tudied. The .olution of the analytical 
equation. of thh new method could be obtained in a cloaed form. The 
procedure, which h di.cu •• ed in the Appendixcan be u.ed to calibrate 
all the error. of a worm sear .ystem, and ahould be applied after 
complete a •• embly. An interference between the detector and mono-
chromator baa made the calibration of the diffractometer worm .ear, 
Impoaaible at tbe pre.ent time. 
Tbe la.t .y.tematic errol' whicb doe. not extrapolate out a. 
9--+ 900 b tbe refraction correction. Tbl. correction i. not drople, 
becau.e it depend. on .bape. of the Irain. in tbe material beinl in-
ve.tigated; i. e., the correctlon i. a function of the angle tbe x-ray 
beam make. witb the grain .uriace normal. at tbe point. of entering 
and leavin, tbe arab,. For a .011d nat .ample, a. i. u .. d in thi. type 
of in.trument, with a moderately hi,h ab.orption coefficient, tbe 
correction i. very clo.ely approximated by tbat of a flat grain .uriace 
parallel to the cry.tallograpbic renecting plane.. Till. correction 
b .0 .mall (tbe order of one part in 50,000 to 100,000), that it 1. only 
nece .. ary to divide the apparent lattice parameter by the index of 
refraction (63). 
a " corrected (3.37) 
where 
(64) 
(3.38) 
N i. tbe number of electron. per cubic "entimeter, e and maI'o tbe 
char,o and ma •• oi the electron. 
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4. EXTRAPOLATION FUNCTIONS FOR THE DIltFRACTOMETER 
METHOD 
The anBular dependence of the ayatematic errora, neslecUna the 
vertical divergence, can be very cloaely repreaented by a four 
paramete I' equation, i. e., equation 3. 38 • 
.!It.d Z 2 cr • A cot Ii) + B coa Ii) + C cot Ii) + D cot Ii) coa Ii) (4.1) 
A least aquares analysia of the data, uain" the above equation, would 
require the solution of five simultaneous linear equationa for a one 
parameter cryatal or six aimultaneoua equationa for a two parameter 
cryatal. The work involved is not necesaarily reduced by the uae of an 
electronic computer becauae of tbe similarity of aome of the terms in 
o 
equation 4.1 in tbe resion wbere the extrapolation 1a carried out (Ii) > 45 ). 
In view of this complication, tbe least aquares aulya.a previously 
reported in the literature bave uaed eitber tbe cosZIi) or tbe Nelaon-
Riley extrapolation function for lattice parameter determinationa. Tbe 
juatification for tbe use of tbeae functiona ia that tbey closely approxi-
mate the eyetematic errors in tbe back-reflection region. (The third 
term of equation 4.1 wae never conaidered.) However, tbe approximate 
extrapolation function doea not extrapolate to tbe aame value tbe exact 
function do.s. The error introduced by the approximate function can 
be analymed in tbe following manner. For tbe purpose of discussion, 
aaaume a cubic material, thereiore 
~ .. ~ .. f (Ii) 
a a 0 
(4. Z) 
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where f (0) i. tbe true .ystematic variation of ~/dK A •• ume Ad/d 
o 
behave. a. -~ fl(g), where f1CC!) contain. no arbitrary conltante and 
A lea.t aquares lit is now made againat -K1flCQ), where the systematic 
error in a, Aa ia determined by fo(g). From equation 4. Z 
(4.3) 
where a
o 
b the true lattice parameter and a 1 ie the determined lattice 
parameter corre.ponding to a diffraction peak at "i. The etraight 11ne 
to be fitted is 
(4.4) 
where a
o1 b the extrapolated value of the lattice parameter corre.pond-
ing to the extrapolation function flCg). Tbe normal equation. are 
n n n 
L a l • L a 01 ... aol~ L flC"i) (4. S) 
C4.6) 
Substituting equation 4.3 into the above equation. and eolving for a
ol ' 
the following expreuion i. obtained 
-68. 
II. II. II. n L 1.fo(Qt) [ [fl (OI)] Z - L fl(Q,) [[l-£O(Oi)] £1(01) 
n f [fl (OI)] z - [t flEli~ 2 (4.7) 
Therefore, the relative error in a
o 
introduced by ualng the approximate 
function is 
II. ' n n n 
[fo(Q,) [[fl (gl)] Z - [fo(Ol) [ fl(O,) 
II. th(OI)] 2 • [tfl(Qi)]Z 
(4. S) 
Ualn, equation •• 1 the above equation can be rewritten .a 
.tao a;- .. (AlA + "lB + ~lC + bID (4.9) 
where 
n n n n 
[cotl OI [ [fleet)] 2 - L cotZ 01 fl(Oi) [ £l~llF 
(11 .. 
n f be~IFz Z • [f: fl(O,) Y 
n D ~ r n n [coaZot [ fl (Ql) - [ coal 01 fleet) L fl(O,) 
til .. 
n t be~IFz Z ·[t £l(Ql)] 2 (4. 10) 
D D 2 n n 
1'1 .. 
[cot 0, L h(Oi)] - L cotOi fl(Oi) L fl(Oi) 
n t [f1(Oi)] Z _ [f: f l (OI)] Z 
-69-
n n Z n L cot "1 cos 0i L [11(0,)] - L cot ", eos "i f 1(01) 
01 s ________________ ~----------~---------------
n t [f1(01)] z - [t fl(Oi)Y 
Oue to the inverae triaometrlc behavior of "1 and the nature of the 
terms in the sums, no simple method could be found for summiDl the 
above seri.s lor f1(0) equal to elther cosl " or the Nelson-Riley function. 
To determine the oreier of magnitude and nature of the above coefficients, 
it was decided to evaluate them for a specific material and radiation. 
Lead was chosen beeaus. of its large unit cell and with copper radiation 
this material has a larler than usual number of back reflection lines. 
This would probably uaderestimate the usual vahle. of iii' "I' 751 and 
b 1. Table".l summari:&es the re.ults for value. of QI' ~lD () 1 and 01 
for anile. Ireater than and including the corr •• pond.1ng ZQ value. The 
re.uU. are a1.0 .hown graphically in Fi,ur .. Z4-Z 1. Tile order of 
magnitude of /).ao/a
o 
can be determined by •• Umating the value. of A. 
B. C and 0 in equation 4.1. Referrina to equation 3. 3a. typical value. 
for title diffractometer m11ht be 
A Ii: Z x 10- 5 
B Ii: 1 x 10. 5 
C • :t= 1 x 10-4 
The value. for Band 0 would probably be higher for commercially 
avallable diffractometer.. U.ing the above value., 'fable 4. Z .bow. 
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Z the maximum relative error in a
o 
when coe 0 or the Nehon-Riley 
function 1e u •• d in.tead of the exact function (auuming the equation 
4. 1 repro •• nt. the nature of the exact function). 
Table 4.1 
lO co.2g l/l (co.lo + co.
20) eln~ ~ 
159.63 
-- --
138.07 -1.17 -1. 23 
IH.07 -1.21 -1. 28 
1Z3.37 -1. 41 -1.52 
107.93 -1. 77 -1.93 
99.35 -1. 96 -2.12 
88.20 -2.11 -2.35 
85.43 -l.33 -l.45 
77.00 -2.53 -2.62 
65.23 -2.95 -2.93 
62.13 -3.25 -3. 10 
SZ.Z3 -3.81 -3.43 
36.13 -5.64 -4.52 
31.27 -7.53 -5.20 
The.e reeult. are .hown graphically in Figure 28. Several other 
function. and combination. of function. of g, euch a. cot2Q, cot Q 
2 
co. Q, cot Q + cot 0 co. 0, (cot Q + co. Q) , etc., were tried to •• e 
if a better one could be found. Many of the .. gave approximately the 
o 
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Figure 27 . 
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Figure 28 . Re l ative error fo r t h e a p proximate extrapol ated v a lue of a 
as a fun c tion of t h e included diffractio n lines. 0 
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Z 
.ame reeulte a. the co. Q and the Neleon-Riley fUllction. However. 
none could be {oUlld which would appreciably improve the relative e::ror 
in the extrapolated value of a. 
A remaininl po •• ibUity to improve the nature of the extrapolation 
function would be to make it a two parameter function rather tban a one 
parameter function. For thia ca.e I:;)d/d h aaeumed to behave a. 
A,ain fZ(O) and {3(0) contain no arbitrary conotante and 
f Z(Q)--f3 (Q)---+-{0(O)-O as l~f 
The linear reare .. lon to be fitted i. 
a ,. a OZ [1 + K Z £Z(O) + 1<3 f 3(0)J 
Tbe normal equationa are 
D n n L a1 III n a OZ + a OZ KZ L (Z(01) + a OZ K3 L £3(01) 
(4. lZ) 
(4.13) 
n n n n Z L a i£3(Oi) • a OZ L {3(01) + a OZ K Z L £Z(Qi)£3(Oi) t a OZK 3 L [f3 (Qi)] 
Subatitutirll equatioD 4.3 into the above eq1,l&tion and eolving fo r a OZ ' 
the [oUowin. expre .. ion ia obtained: 
-76-
n n n 
)'Lfo(Qi) - 'Y( L £o(OI)£Z(OI) + K L fo (Ql) £3(°1) 
a OZ II a O 1 - -------~n----~n::-------­
n)' - ~ L £Z(01) + 1t L (3(Ol) 
where 
(4. 15) 
(4. 16) 
From equation 4.15 it followa that the relative error in tbe extrapolated 
value of the lattice parameter Introduced by uaing tbe above linear 
resreaaion ie n n n 
Aa 1[£0(Oi) - 11 [ f o("I)fZ("I' + f:( [ £0(Ql)f3 (Qi) 
o 
- . -------~-----::-------a
o 
n n 
n )' - r [ £2(01) + "k: [£3(°1) 
(4. 17) 
Ae.umlns equation 4.1 repreaente the exact nature of the ayecematic 
errore, equation 4.17 can be written .e: 
(4.18) 
where 
>'Lcet
Z 
gl -11 Lcetl "1 £Z(0l.) + It L cet l "t f3(gl) 
n'f-?(Lfz("i) + /(Lf3(01) 
1[c:o.2 "1-?iLco.201 f 2(81) + }( [co.lo, £3(Oi) 
n 1- '1 [fZ(Ol) + A:: [£3(01) 
1 [cot 01- '1 [cot "1 f 2(01) + K Lcot 01 f3(Oi) 
1 2 ------------------------------------
n)' -"(Lfz(Ol) + J( [f3 (Oi) 
After careful .crutinbatlon of tbe b.havior of tb. aboye co-
efficient. witb judidou.ly cbo.en valu.s of £Z(O) and f 3(O). tbre. 
extrapolation functions were found which would yield mucb better r •• IllU 
Z . 
than either cos 0 01' tbe Nelson-Riley function. Th.se ar. 
(4.20) 
2 Z 
. F Z (Q) .. -K2 (cot Q + cos g) -K3 (cot Q + cot Q cos g) (4.Z1) 
(4.22) 
Altbough all three of tb.s. are better than th. singl. param.t.r 
functions previously d1scuss.d, tbe be.t one to us. ia really loverned 
-78-
by tlw geometry of the diffractometer. By examining the value. of a Z' 
I3Z' --r 2 and 62 li.ted in Table 4.3 for the above function •• it can be 
.een that F1(0) 11 be.t for the long radiu. and .mall beam angle 
diffractometer (which i. the cau for thie in.trument). while F 3(Q) 11 
be.t for the large beam anale diffractomK~ter (a > Zo). F Z(O) i. a 
compromhe function which yield. good n.ult. for both type. of 
dlff ractometera and 18 probably be.t for the general ca.e. Figure. 
29-32 .how the dependence of the coefficient. IlZ' ISZ' 0' Z and 8 z on 
including all reflection. above a certain Bra'i angle. Fisure 33 .how. 
the maximum relative error in lattice parameter Aao/a
o 
a •• uming 
the value. in equation 4.11. For comparieon the previou.ly determined 
Z 
values for co. g and the Nel.on-RUey function are plotted on the 
corresponding Il"aph •• 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL PR.OCEDUR.E AND RESULTS 
Tbe performance of the diffractometer and it. a •• ociated 
electronic. were cbecked by mea.uriDi tbe tbermal expaMion of 
cbemically pure sUver. Tbe location of tbe .. ven b1abest anile 
diffraction peaks, between room temperature and 4l00 C, were 
measured by pre-count step scannin,. Tbe r •• ults o! tbe experiment. 
showed that the syatematic errore of the diffractometer are so small, 
or cancel one aDOtber out, tbat almost any rea.onable extrapolation 
function can be used for determiniDi lattice parameters. 
A typical extrapolation of the five hilhest angle reflections, 
with the sample at 4100 C, a,ainst the Nelson-Riley fUllction is shown 
in F1lur. 3.. The strai.ht Un. was determined by a least square fit 
usin. Cohen's motbod. Tbo .tandard deviation from this Une is 
O.OOOlSA, wbicb means the probable error is olle part in forty thouaand. 
The lattice parameter at Us. 6°C was determined to be •• 0853 •• OOOIA. 
Tbe meaaurement of Owen and Roberta,Sl) on 99.95'" AI at laoC glv .. 
a lattice parame'er of 4. 0854A, which 18 in excellent a,reoment with 
the re.ults of thi. experiment. The lattlce parameters tbat are reported 
in thi. th •• h bave a •• umed tbat tbe wavelength of tun,.ten Lc; i. 
1.47635A, the conver.ion factor from lex units to angstrom. is 1. OOZ02 
and an parameters are corrected for refraction. 
Tbe .. e.ults of tbls experiment on silver can be used to calibrate 
the tbermocouple by cro .. -plottinl tbe lattice parameter v .... u. 
temperature curve of thi. !nv •• U,ation witb tbat of previous in-
o
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ve.ti.aton(6S, 66, 67). The calibration curve i •• hoWD in Fl,un 35. 
Con.iderin. the .catter of the previous lnve.tigation data and the 
accuracy to which the temperature was mea.ured, the temperature 
a. determined from this calibration chart i. within SoC of the true 
temperature for temperature. le.s than 500°C. The extrapolation of 
the curve to higher temperature. 18 subject to the objection that the 
radiation-conduction heat balance may chanae at the hlaber temperature •• 
The next experiment was performed on remelted iodide titanium. 
Tbe material was obtained from U.S. Army Ordnance Corps, Water-
town Arsenal Laboratorie. in the form o! hot rolled plates about 4 mm 
thick. Small trap.BOid. were cut from the.e plates and milled OIl both 
.ide. to about a thickness of Z. 5 mm. Thi. insured that at least twice 
the depth of contamination, •• determined by hardn ... te.t., was 
removed. The .pecimen. were then sealed in a quartll tube fLUed with 
hellum. Care was taken to In.ure that the .pecimen. did not touch tbe 
quartz and reated only on auxiliary .pecimens support. made of 
titanium. A ",etter" waa beated inside the tube to capture tbe remaininl 
oxYlen and nitro,en prior to annealing. Tbe trapi&oidal specimena 
were annealed sooe above tbe 0 - ~ tran.fol'mation temperature for 
fifteen minute. and then quickly returned to room tempe I'atu re • They 
were then riveted to a titanium specimen wbe.l witb titanium &'lvet •• 
Tbe selment. on the front face of the .pecimen wheel were made eo-
planaI' and normal to the wheel axis by,riDdina. The cold worked layer, 
produced by the IrlDdlnl, was removed by an acid etcb of equal parts 
of nitric acid, bydrofluoric: acid and ,lyeerin. 
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Figure 35. Calibration of the Pt-Pt 100/0 Rh thermocouple. 
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The .p.c:imen wa. then mount.d in tb. diffractom.t.r furnace 
and the vacuum .y.tem and arion purifying .y.tem activated. A pr.-
liminary lattice paramet.r m.a.urement wa. mad. at room t.mperatur •• 
AltoI' thr.e day. of pump1nl. tb" titanium "letter" wa. heated and the 
.pec::im.n wa. then heated to 700°C for two boure a. a nul anneal. Tho 
room t.mperature diffraction pattern taken aft.r thl. ann.al .bowed no 
chango in lattic. parameter. and weI" in iood agreemont with tho •• 
mea.ur.d by pr.viou. Inve.t1l atore(68. 69. 70). The compari.on be-
tw •• n tb. room temp.rature parameter. of titanium are tabulat.d ill 
Table 5.1. 
Tabl. 5. 1 
Illve.ti,ator a (A) c: (A) cIa 
Pre.ent lnv •• ti,ator (lOoC) 2.9496:1: 1 4.6822 '*' 1 1. 5874 
Clark(68) (2SoC) Z. 9504:10 3 4.6833 :b 3 1. 5873 
Oreiner and Ell1.(69)(l5°C) Z. 9450 '*' " 4.68"5 :b 7 1.5907 
S.an&o(70) (25°C) 2.9506*5 4.6788 * 7 1. 5857 
. Eilht of tbe be.t diffraction peak. weI" cbosen for .top .cannin, 
to .hort.n the data-takinl time at a liven temperature. The time 
required to complete a .11111. t.mperature run wa. two day.. Th. 
temperature variation of the lattice parameters wa. determined to 
650°C wbere unfortunately a power failure during thl. experiment 
re.ulted in all' leaking back through tbe pump11l1 .y.tem and con-
taminating tbe .pedm.n. However. enough data were taken to .how 
that the cIa parameter for titanium rapidly Increases aa the transfor-
mation temperature is approached. The results are summarilled in 
Table 5.2 and Fl,ure 36. 
Table 5.2 
Temperature (0C) alA) c;:(A) cIa 
20 2,9496 '* 1 4,6822-2 1. 5874 
113 2.9526.3 4.6882 * 5 1. 5878 
250 2.9558.3 4.6945 '* S 1. S8al 
383 2.9593 * 3 4.7012 _ 5 1.5886 
501 2.9634 ... 4. 7l0Z • 7 1.5894 
6,'1 Z. 9670,* lZ 4.7314.20 1. 5941 
The coefficients of thermal expan.ion perpendicular and parallel 
° .6 ° ·6 0 to the c·axi. between 0 and 400 Care 9.41 x 10 I C and 11.18 x 10 I C 
re.pectively. For a random polycrystalllne sample, the mean Unear 
expanaion coefficient 1s 
el= 
or 
Zel + Q 
a c 
3 
The x-ray thermal expansion coefficients as determined by Spread-
borouah and ChriaUan(38), and Berry and Raynor(39) are Cl
a 
.. 9.55 x 10.6 
10 6 .6/° -.6 .6/ 0 e, Cl .. 10. 5 x 10 e, Q .. 9.78 x 10 and Q .. 11.25 x 10 e, c a 
Gc;: .. 10.19 x lO·6 / oe and (i It 11.25 x lO·D/oe, rupectively. 
c 
a 
o 
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c (A ) 
Figure 36. The thermal expansion of titanium. 
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PART II 
AN lNVESTJCiA TJON OF THE ALLOTROPJC 
TRANSFORMATION OF TITANIUM 
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6. DISCUSSION 
The measurement of tho temperature variation of the lattice 
parameters of titanium r.ported in the previous section, along with 
other .xp.rimental data, can b. used to formulate a theory for the 
allotropic tran.formation of titanium. Of the sixty-thr.e .letnents 
r.ferred to a. metals, approximately one third have allotropic tran.-
formations. In tno.t ca ••• the cry.tal structure changos, the tran.for-
mation temperature and the mecbanhms of tran.formation are w.ll 
known; how.ver, the Cundamental r.a.On. for tbe .xi.tenc. of an 
allotropic tran.formation in metal. are not w.ll known. Th.re h little 
hope, at the pre •• nt Ume, that a calculation ba •• d on first principle. 
could yi.ld any aianificanc result.. Tbf.. ia mainly becau.e the difference 
in .neray b.tw.en diff.rent allotropic form. la the ord.r of one p.r cent 
of tbe eob •• ive energy. Tbe only po .. ibility of copina wltb Chi. problem 
is to examine the properti •• of the tnetal. formulate a model which can 
.xplain the •• properti •• and hopefully predict other properti... The 
mod.l for titanium, which will be d.veloped lat.r, wa. propo •• d b.for. 
con.truction of tb. hllh temperature x-ray diffractomet.r. AccordiDJ to 
thi. model, it wa. pr.dict.d that tbe cIa parameter .hould rapidly in-
cr.a •• or decrea •• as the transformation temperature i. approached. 
Th. experimental re.ults .how that the cIa actually lncr.a •••• 
The factor which d.termines the stability of one pha.e in prefer-
ence to another i ii ita frfte energy. At absolute zero th.r. Is no entropy 
diminution to the free .ner,y .0 the cry.tallographic form with the 
lowe.t internal energy will be .table. For the purpo •• of discu .. ion, 
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it h convenient to make the adiabatic approxhnation(71) and consider 
the contribuUoDa to the free energy of the ion cores aDd !ree electron • 
• eparately. 
The contribution of tbe ion cor •• to the free enerlY can be treated 
by the conventional quantum. ataU.tical treatment. In this treatment the 
di.placement of the core. is auumed to be .mall ao that a Taylor'. 
expanaion of the potential about the equilibrium po.ition reault. in the 
harmonic approximation. The ei,en-energiea of the ion core. are then 
En .. (n + i ) h v (6. 1) 
The probability tbat a given o.c:1l1ator, in tbermal equilibrium.. will be 
-E /kT 
in the quantum .tate n i. proportional to tbe Boltzmann factor. n • 
Tbe partition function for .ucb an o.eiUator i. 
or 
\ -En/kT 
f .. L e 
f • 
n 
-bv 
e'lk"l 
-bv 
~ l-e '< ., 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
The average free energy can then be determined by the equation(7Z) 
1' .. -kT in f (6.4) 
U.ing equation 6.3 
bv .. n 
[ 
-hv ~ 
Y(v) = T + kT (, n(l-e W ) (6.5) 
The free eneray for tbe ion core. is 
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(6.6) 
where p(v)dv is tbe density of vibrational .tate. between v and v + dv. 
The inte,ral of f(v)dv over all pOldble stat.a II lubject to the re-
Itriction that it be equal to the total number of degre •• of freedom for 
the .y.te m. 1. e.. for N ions. 
r p(v)dv r: 3N 
o 
(6.7) 
The value of p(v) hal b.en treated in a variety of way. ranging from 
. (73) 
the .ingle frequency model of Ein.tein to the cry.tal dynamic. method 
of Born and von Karman(7.). For the purpo.e of slmpl1c:lty. the 
following diecu •• ioD will be limited to the continuum model of Debye(75). 
Under the a •• umption of this model 
(6.8) 
where v m 11 the upper frequency limit. 
The Oebye temperature I, defined a. 
(6.9) 
With the u.e of equation, 6.5 and 6.8. tb. free energy is 
(6.10) 
U.ing equation 6.9 and letting x II hv/kT. equation 6.10 can be written 
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o T4 Z -x [ f /T ~ Fe" 9Nk 'i + 7 0 x 1n(1-o )dx (b.ll) 
Integrating by parts, tbe above equation reduces to 
30 -OfT T4 x 3 . [ O/T ~ 
Fe .. 3Nk T + T Qn{l-e ) -7 [ .x_l dx (6.12) 
Tbe integral in tbe above expres.ion i. a common one sometime. 
referr~d to •• the Debye integral and bas been tabulated(76) for various 
value. of 0/ T. For the case where T -<:.< 0 equation 6.12 reduce. to 
F r-- ' ... ,-0[3 T -OfT .. 4 (T )4] c~"DDDDDD 'i-g e -n T (6.13) 
For tha ca •• when T »Q, equation 6.12 reduce. to 
The. variation of the free energy of the ion. with temperature, with the 
Debye as.umption, is illu.trated in Figure 37. Tbe binding energy at 
OOK mu.t be added to the above expres.ion for compl.t.n.... It is 
evident from the above expr ••• ion. that if the frea enorgy is predominant-
ly governed by the ion., the Debye temperature of the high temperature 
pha.e mu.t be le •• tban the Debye tamperature of tbe low temperature 
pha.e. 
The cobe.ive energy of metals is compo.ed of the electro.tatic 
attraction between the free electron. and the ion core., the repUlsion 
between the ion core., electron-electron interactions, and th. mean 
kinetic energy of the free electron.. The properties of electron. outside 
- 96 -
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3NK8 
Figure 37. The temperature variation of the free energy of a Debye 
solid. 
T 
e 
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of the closed ion corts. will be interpreted on the basil of the band theory 
of lolidl. The development of the band theory baled on one electron 
wave functionl hal been dilcu.sed in numeroul textl and only .ome of 
the a •• umptions and conclusion. will b. enumerated. Firlt the inter-
aetlonl between electrons 1a neglected except that they mUlt obey the 
Pauli exclusion principle. Thermodynamic equilibrium requires that 
the electron obey Fermi-Dirac atatbticI, i. e., the probability that a 
quantum ltate with energy E i .1 occupied is 
1 
f 0 (E) II --r("f!IEr-_"II!!E ..... fFE""TrrKk~qr--
e + 1 
(6.15) 
where Ef i. determined by the total number of electrons present. 'rhe 
wave function. of electrons in a periodic lattice are the Bloch type 
(6.16) 
where X k(;) is a function depending in general on k and has the lame 
periodicity al the lattice. In the limplest case A k il a conltant and 
the wave function is that of a free electron. The eisen-energies are 
If an electron 1a tightly bound to an atom, X k il zero everywhere in 
the unit cen except in the immediate vicinity of the particular atom. 
For this case, the dependence of the elgen-energies on k is very small. 
Near the bottom of tbe band this dependence can be repre.ented by a 
formula like equation 6.17, but m i8 replaced by tn., the effective ma.s. 
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Near the top of tbe band tbe energy is given by 
-<ozl~ffD:;w 
Ek II A -~ (6.18) 
For the tight bindil1l approximation m. ia very large. Between the.e 
two extreme cases, is that of the perturbation of nearly free electrons 
by a periodic potential. For this case, E is not a continuous function of 
...... ..... 
k but there are values of k for which there are gaps in energy. The 
--regions of continuity are between concentric polyhedra in k-apace 
commonly referred to as Brillouin zones. The zone boundaries are 
entirely determined by the point and space sroup symmetries of the 
crystal lattice. In general, the zone boundaries are given by 
(6.19) 
where 
(6. ZO) 
............ 
and bl , b Z and b3 are the reciprocal lattice vectors. If any of the space 
or point group syrom.tri .. of the crystal lattice make the .tructure 
factor Sg equal to aero, then the corresponding energy discontinuity 
disappears at the zone boundary given by equation 6.10. The structure 
factor is 
-""'- ----
L Zmgb • St Site g (6. Z 1) 
t 
where it is the rocation of the tth atom in the unit cell. Some of the 
general rules which govern Brillouin zones are as follows. All zones 
have equal volume in k-space. Thil is due to the fact that a translation 
k ---'i> it" + ib maps all zones into tbe first zone and a translation of this 
type leaves the Blocb type wave function unaltered. It is therefore 
pos.ible to neglect all zones except tbe Hrst and relard the enerlY as 
a multi valued function of k. Each zone contain. ZN state. where N ia 
the number of celh in the crystal lattice. U a reduced zone scheme h 
u.ed it must be emphasized that there are not necessarily 2N states 
between energy discontinuities becau.e the structure factor can eliminate 
some of the energy discontinuities aeros. Brillouin planes. Thus there 
might be con.iderably more or le .. than 2N states between enerlY eUs-
continuities dependinl on the apace ,roup symmetry of the crystal lattice. 
For titanium, which i. cloae-packed hexagonal, Sa" 0 for 11 + liz" 3n 
and 13 odd, where n is an integer. Neighborina zone. may have over-
lappinl enerlY level.. Within a zone, the surface which is formed by 
~ 
all the filled stat •• up to E(k) is called the Fermi .urface. In most 
max 
metal., excluding tbe monovalent ones, the Fermi .urface 18 not a 
sinlle surface but conshts of portion. of surfaces belonginl to different 
Brillouin zone.. The only restriction on the.e .uriaces h that the 
Fermi ener,y be the same. The thermal, electrical and magnetic 
properties of the free electrons in a metal depend only on those .tates 
which are very c10.e to the Fermi energy. In a multi-surface metal, 
although tbe Fermi energy i. the same, the contributions to the above 
mentioned properti •• from the '1arious surfac.s can b. quite different. 
The contribution of the electrons to the free energy for the ca.e 
of one unfilled band can be evaluated with the following formula 
F.' U.-T t +-~ dT (6.2Z) 
where U. 1s the internal eneray per unit volume. U
e 
can be expre •• ed 
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in term. of the den.ity of .tate. for one direction of .pin(71), N(E). 
EO 
f 
U e It 2 J E N(E)dE ... i (wkT)2 kEb~F 
o 
(6.23) 
wbere b~ ia the Fermi enerlY at ab.olute zero. Sub8tituting the above 
e"pre.aion into equation 6.22, tbe free ener,y per unit volume is 
where 
o I( 2 0.. 2 Fe .. 2U -]' wk) N(Ef , T 
EO 
J
f 
EN(E)dE 
o 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
The aecond term in equation 6.24, whicb repre.ent. the temperature 
variation of the free energy due to tbe electrona, is ao .mall (the order 
-8 0 2 
of 10 ev/atom/ K ) tbat it can have no effect on determining the · 
atability of on. pha •• in preference to anotber. 
Tbere ia a p08dbility that an electron configuration wbich chanae. 
with temperature can caua. the in.tability of a pba.e. Thla can occur 
by changing tbe overlapa between different banda 01' thermally exciting 
electron. to an empty band. Since it ia believed that the model for 
titanium fita tbe caae for tbermal excitation, aa will be ju.tified later, 
only tbia latter ca.e will be diacu .. ed. 
Tbe band .tructure of titanium 1. pre.umed to conaiat of three 
overlapping Fermi .urface.. Each of the three banda a.aociated with 
tbe.e surface. are a •• umed to be almoat completely filled. One of tbe.e 
band. ia very narrow with a high denaity of .tatea at b~K It ia tbh band. 
tbat mainly contribute. to the lar,e cobeaive energy (112 K cal/mole) of 
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titanium. The .econd band i. not a. n.arrow and al.o cloe. not con-
o tribute a. much to the dendty of .tate. at E f a. the fir.t band. The •• 
band. are u.ually referred to a. 3d-band.. The other band i. a 
normal band referred to •• a 4e-band. A .chematic repreeentation of 
thi. band .tructure i •• hown in Figure 38. A band .tructure like thi. 
would account for (1) the very high cohesive enerlY, which h the highe.t 
in the £irat tran.Uion .erie.(78) (Z) the high re.iltivity, which i • . 
thirty-three time. Ireater than that of copper and higher than any of the 
elements in the fir.t tran.ition .erie., (3) the paramagnetic .ulcepti-
billty, and E~F high electronic .pecific heat(79). In addition to theae 
band., another band i. hypothe.ized which ha. an energy gap a •• ociated 
~ 
with a direction in k-.pace. 
The experimental evidence for the exiatence of an energy gap i8 
decluced from the temperature variation. of the cIa lattice parameter, 
the magnetic .uaceptibility and the electrical re.btance. Aa .bown in 
the precedin, aection, the cia· parameter for titanium rapidly increaaea 
a. the tran.formation temperature is approached. Tbia phenomenon has 
a very .imple explanation ba.ed on an interpretation by Jone.(80) and 
extended by Goodenough (81). J one. and Goodenough have .hown that in 
a non-eubieally Iymmetrical lattice when the Fermi .urface overlap. an 
~ 
energy zone in a particular direction in k-.pac:e, the electron. in the 
overlapped region exert a force which expand. the real lattie. in the 
aame direction a. the overlap, re.u1tinl in an ani.otopic strain. 
Evidently, for titanium, electrons are beina thermally excited acro •• 
the (OOZ) Brillouin plane cau.ing a rapid increa.e in the cIa parameter 
a. the population of the upper aone become. appreciabie. 
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The temperature variation of the ma,netic .u.ceptlbillty of 
titanium a. determined by Squire and Kaufman(83) i. ahown in Fi,ure 
39. Thla bel1avior i •• imilar to that of antiferroma,netic materiale. 
However, no evidence hal been found to .how that titaniulTl ie anti-
ferroma.netlc. An alternate explanation, ba •• d on a .ingle or multiple 
overlapp.d band model, would be that the d.n.ity of .tate. at the Fermi 
ener,y rapidly increa.ed with incr.a.ing temperature. Tbi. ie .x-
tremely unlikely and mu.t be ruled out when the order of ma,nitude the 
paramalnetic: .u.ceptibility increa.e. over it. low temperature value ia 
con.ider.d. However, if an ener,y lap ie po.tulat.d, then the .u.cepti-
bility would be the .um of the .u.ceptibUUi •• from the two band.. The 
contribution from the low.r band would •••• ntia11y remain con.tant, or 
.U,htly decrea.e with incr.a.lng temperature. The contribution of the 
upper bancl to the .u.ceptibility would inc rea •• with temperature a. the 
population of thie band increa.ed. Since the el.ctrone in the upper band 
are probably Dot de •• n.rate, th.ir contribution to the euaceptibiUty 
would b. quite lar.e. Th. uncertainty of the correlation and exchan.e 
of the electron. in the upper band make any calculation from the 
eu.ceptibllity data difficult. 
Th. temperature variation of the electrical re.htance a. d.ter-
mined by Wyatt(l3) i •• hown in Fi,ur. 40. Th. temperature variation 
of the electrical re.i.cance with temperature la expected to be 
linear(84, 85) for T > Q a. long •• there are not any chans" in the band 
.tructur.. U there i. any d.partur. from linearity, it ahouldbe in the 
oppoaite aen •• than ahown In Fllure 40, due to the creation of vacanciee 
-104 -
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Figure 39. The temperature variation of the magnetic susce ptibility 
of titanium (after Squire and Kaufman) . 
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Figure 40. The temperature variation of the electrical resistance of 
titanium {after Wyatt}. 
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aa the temperature 18 increaaed. Thia apparent increaa. in conductivity 
ia attributed to the increaa. in number of conductina .tate. a. electron. 
are thermally excited into the upper band. 
The calculation of the free enercy for thia model ia complicated. 
An eatimate can be made with the following auumptlon.i (1) the free 
energy of the lower banda can be repre .. nted by equation of tbe type 
6.24. (2) The Fermi energy la below the upper band and above the 
lower band. in tbe temperature reaion of intere.t .0 the electrons ex-
cited Into the upper band can b. approximated by Maxwell-Boltzmann 
.tatistic.. (3) Tbe number of electron. per unit volume excited to the 
upper band, referred to a. nJ' 1. much Ireater than the number of 
vacant .tate. 1n the lower band. at ab.olute zero. (4) The change in 
cobe.ive energy by removing an electron from a .urface In the lower 
band., where i refer. to tbe surface, 1. denoted by v~ and is as.umed 
to be independent of the number of electron. excited to the upper band. 
With the.e aaaumption., tbe internal eneray per unit volume i. 
(6.26) 
where leg 18 tbe aap energy and n~ la tbe number of .lectron. excited 
to tbe upper band from tbe ith surface. 
Tbe {ree energy of this band model {or titanium can be expre .. ed 
in term. of tbe thermodynamic potential, ..(1.. , of tbe .ystem. 
ce"lge+q E ~F (6. Z 7) 
The thermodynamic potential of a Fermi ,a. 1a(86) 
or 
[ 1 [ . (Ef-En)/kTl -1\.. -kT n 1 + e 
J 
n 
J [ (I: -E)/kT] -i\. = -kT [z Ni(E) 1n 1 +. f dE i 
f [ (E _E)/kOr] + 2 Nj(E) in 1 +. £ dE 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
where Ni(E) repro.ent. tbe den.ity of .tate. in the lower band. and 
Nj(E) the den.ity of .tate. in the upper band for one direction of .pin. 
U.ina the above expreulon for -f). and equation 6.28, equation 6.27 
can be .i mpUned to 
Fe· (nJ + L nl ) EC-O. + [n~ v~ (6.30) 
i i 
If E f > E for the lower band. and Ef ~ E for the upper band, equation 
6.29 can be .implified to 
J (E -E)/kT J dE + Z Nj(E) e f dE (6.31) 
or 
-f).. ~ -E£ L n1 + 2 L U1 - Ilj kT (6.32) 
1 i 
Sub.titutin, the above expre •• ion into equation 6.30, tbe free energy 
per unit volume 18 
·108-
ce~ 2 [U1 + nj(ECkT) + [n~ s~ (6.33) 
i i 
For titanium it i. a •• umed that s~ for an electron removed from the 
i d-bands to tbe upper band is po.itive, whUe for the .-band Vj is 
nearly aero. 
The number of electron. excited to the upper band and the Fermi 
ener,y can be e.Umated by equatin, the number of electrons in the 
lower band. at T .. 0 to the number of electron. di.tributed between the 
upper and lower band. at T ,0. That i. 
(6.34) 
Since the number excited to the upper band i. IImall, the denominator in 
the above integrab will be nearly unity in the lower banda and very large 
in the upper band. If E i. taken to be zero at the top of the lower band., 
the above equaUon reduce. to 
co 
r N.(E) e -E/kT dE 
. J 
Eg 
(6.35) 
where -E; is the Fermi energy at T .. O. The integral on the left ia the 
number of unfilled .tate. in the lower handa at absolute zero and ia 
a •• umed to be amall compared to the other integrals in the temperature 
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relion of intere.t. Ne,lectins term. in wbi<:b this !ntelra! appear. in 
power. higher than the lint, tbe above can be solved for E f in term. 
of the den.Uy of .tate •. 
o L f Ni(E) eE/kT dE 
E
f 
~ i k T . 1n ..,;i=----=OO=.Q) ______ _ f Nj(E) e -E/kT dE 
E 
I 
The number of electron. nJ' excited into the upper band te 
or 
E IkT fOO , 
nj ~ 2 e £ Nj(E) e -Elk r dE 
E 
I 
U.ln, equation 6.36, tbe above expre •• ion become. 
(6.31) 
(6.38) 
o 
. L ro Ni(E) dE 
i -i:~ 
(6.39) 
Tbe nutnber of electron. excited frotn tbe Ith .urface to the upper band, 
fo Ni(E) dE N1(E)dE - Z (t E '/kT - f +1 
-00 • 
(6.40) 
-00 
or 
(6.41) 
U.inl equation 6.36, the above expre •• ion becotn •• 
o 
n~ • Z f Ni(E) .E/kTdE 
-co 
00 lIZ f NJ(E). -E/kT dE 
E g 
o )' f N (E) .E/kTdE ~ i 
i -co 
(6.42) 
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!(nowled,e of the den.ity of .tate. in each of the band. i. required for 
further calculation •• 
An e.timate of E f • nJ and n~ can be made by judicioualy cboo.in, 
value. for the denaity of iltat •• to evaluate the preceding lntesrate. The 
den.ity of .tate. in the upper band. Nj(E) can be a .. umed to be a 
function .olely of E-Jtg • 1£ 
the lntearal 
or 
(6.43) 
(6.44) 
(6.45) 
It ia difficult to .. Umate the Ni (1:) but notina that tbe main contribution 
to the intearab involvina Ni(E) occur at email value. of E and 
Ni(E) -0 .a l!: ~lK only a amall error will be made bya .. uminl 
(6.46) 
and 
(6.41) 
where Wi 18 the weiahtina value of each Fermi aurface. Sub.Ututlng the 
above expre .. ion. into equation 6.3a. 6.41 and 6.)6 and elmpUfyina. 
the valuea for nJ• n~ and E£ reduce to 
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and 
l 
J 
(6.49) 
1/1. 
(6.50) 
The free enar,y per unit volume i. obtained by .ub.titutln, the above 
expre •• ion. into equation 6.33. 
An order of magnitude calculation can be made by either deter-
mining or e.timatins .ome of tbe preceding parameten. The value of 
Ef • wbich i. about hali tbe lap energy (tben 1a • temperature variation 
of lCf which la difficult to determine without knowin, .omethinl about 
the den.ity of .tat .. ) can be determined {rom the previoualy mentioned 
apparent incre ••• in conductivity. U the apparent increaae in con-
ductivity la denoted by A () • 'then 
AI)" oc n. 
J 
(6.51) 
or 
(6.52) 
U.ln, equation 6.49 
-E 
2n AO' .. &+ 2n A(T) (6.53) 
The .ec:ond term in the above equation 1. a •• umed to vary alowly with 
temperature .0 that a plot of J n ~ () vs. + sbould be a straigbt line. 
Table 6.1 shows a resume of tbe results using Wyatt ts(83) data. Rt 
and <:J t are tbe resistance and conductivity l! a linear law h assumed 
.. 3 10C with a linear temperature coefficient of resletance of 4. 9S x 10 ohm . 
Table 6.1 
Temperature OK R Rt 0- cr t A IY' 
-'19.9 1.600 1. 600 0.6250 0.6250 0 
543.2 2.106 2.211 0.4748 0.4523 .023 
768.2 2.828 3.325 0.3536 0.3008 .053 
1001.5 3.328 4.480 0.3005 0.2232 .077 
1151.0 3.453 5.221 0.2896 0.1915 .098 
A plot of in~ () v •• + is shown in Flgure 41. Tbe reduced data 
from Greine r a nd £111s(69) is &1;0 .bown in tbe same figure. The 
titanium sample of Greiner and Ellis bad more impurities than Wyatt's. 
From Wyatt's data E{ = 0.13 ev which would be about half tbe gap ener,y. 
The linearity of th •• e curves h why the model for titanium, which 
explains tbe electron coniiluration tbat changes witb temperature, was 
cbo.en to be that of thermal excitation. 
The density of state., kEb~F can be determined by specific beat 
tneasurements at low temperature., i. ••• 
c .. i T (6.54) 
where 
(6.55) 
kEb~F has the value of 0.755 levela/atom/ev for titanium as determined 
b.(T 
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_I X 103 
T 
.115. 
by Wolcott(74). 
An estimate of b~ can be made by notine the temperature at 
whieh the resistance vs. temperature curve departs from linearity 
(about 4l00 K). From equation 6.49. the upper band occupation .tarts 
when 
-Ef/kT 1;; 
e .. ""2k"T 
Solvina the above equation, with T .. 4Z0oK and E f .. 0.13 ev, the value 
o .3 for Ef 1. Z x 10 ev. 
The values of the other parameten will be a •• umed to be 
WI .. 0.6 Vi 50 K cal/electron J II: W-
0 
Wz D 0.3 
VZ zo K cal/electron j -W-
0 
w3 - 0.1 3 Vj .. 0 
where No is Avo.adro'. number. Table 6. Z .ummarize. the free 
eneray variation of the electrons with temperature using the above 
meDtloned value.. U Q .. 3600 18 taken for titanium(79), the net 
contribution of both tbe ion. and electron. is illu.trated in Fl,ure ·U. 
In tbe precedin, analysi., tbe Fermi energy bas been a.sumed 
to be between tbe band.. However, it i. evident from equation. 6.36 
and 6.50 that the Fermi energy h a function of temperature and, 
dependins upon the nature of Gj(kT), can move into tbe upper band. For 
this can, the dhtribution of electrons between the upper and lower 
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Figure 42. The temperat ure variation of the free energy. 
7 
T 
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Table 6. z 
0 -22 1 10-22 2 10 .. :22 3 10.22 F e(cal/em3, Temp. K nj x 10 nj x nj x nj x 
",DO 0 0 0 0 0 
600 0.027 0.016 0.008 0.003 17 
800 O.OSl 0.049 0.024 0.001 50 
1000 O. 154 0.091 0.046 0.015 94 
!ZOO 0.242 O. 145 0.073 O.OH 148 
1600 0.448 0.269 0.134 0.045 266 
2000 0.682 0.409 0.205 0.068 397 
bands, equation 6.35. must be corrected. It h evident that the left 
.ide of equation 6.35 h unchanged: however the rilht slde. whieb 
represents tbe number of electrons 1n the upper baDd. i8 
(6.56) 
or, 
(6.51) 
wbere, 
E-E 
~ .. k'l'"' and (6.58) 
U E f <:: E I
, then II h small and the analysia 111 as before. However, if 
Ef > Eg tben m ia large and there i. a mucb larger contribution to the 
integral for amall value. of 5'. Therefore, if the Fermi enerBY exceeda 
the gap ener,y, the poaitive contribution to the free energy would be 
even greater than that shown in Figure 42. 
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U the upper band h considered to be normal, 
E .. E + 112 [k ~ 
J g 2m1 
where mj 18 the eflective mass, then 
h(Zml)3/Z 
Nj(E) .. h3 
1 .••• 
(6.59) 
(6.60) 
Using the above relation, assuming tbat the ml is one electron rnass 
and the previously mentioned values for tae other parameters, equation 
6.3S can be solved for the temperature when E£=E,. This temperature 
18 880 oK which is 275 0 C below the transformation temperature. of 
titanium. 
Although the results are very approximate, it is clear from the 
above that the contribution of the electron. to the free ener,y a. the 
temperature increa.e. is po.itive. It i. believed that this poaitive 
variation of the free ener,y added to the negative variation of the lattice 
ion. causes the in.tabilf.ty of the lattice and bence an allotropic tranafol'-
mation. Tbe bigh temperature modification sbould bave a baud structure 
that draatically reduces the positive variation to the free energy due to 
the electrons. Tbia is accompliabed by reducing nj , whicb meana 
increasing E • g 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
The de.i,n and con.truc:tlon of a vacuum high temperature x-ray 
diffractometer ha. mad. po .. ible tbe inve.tigation of the thermal ex-
pan.ion of titanium. Between 00 and 400°C, tb. mean 'coefficient, of 
thermal expan.ion perpendicular and parallel to the c -axla are 
-6,0 -6,0 ' 9.41 x 10 C and 11.18 x 10 C, r .. peeUvely. For a random 
polycry.talllne .ample, tbe mean Unear expan.ion coeffident 1a 10.0 x 
-6,0 0 10 C. Above 400 C the cia parameter rapidly inc rea ••• a. the 
tran.formation temperature i. approached, which .upport. a precon-
ceived idea about the band Itructure of titanium. Thi. band model ha. 
, 0 
a .. umed that tbe electronl at tbe top of the band at 0 K are on over-
lappin, Fermi .urface. (at lea.t thr •• ) and tbere la a .mall number of 
unfilled .tate. available to the electron. (approximately 5 x lOl9'c:m3) 
-'" 
below an energy lap a .. oeiated witb the c-dlrection in k-.pae •. 
Calculation. using thi' model .how that tbe electron. can live an 
appreciable po.iUva contribution to tbe frea enar,y a. tb. tran.formation 
temperature i. approacbed which can r •• ult in an in.tability in the low 
temperature cry.tal .tructure. 
Althou,h tbe analy.ta i. confined to titanium, tbe idea. formulated 
about allotropic tran.formation. can probably be extended to other 
metal •• ucb a. drconlum, hafnium, uranium and iron. 
-lZ0-
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APPENDIX 
WORN aEAR CALIBRA TION 
The experimental procedure for worm ,ear calibration requires 
the use of two worm ,ears • one of which can bo a dummy ,ear. The 
,ears rotate about two axes wbicb are almost coincident. A. both ,ear. 
rotate 1n tbe .ame direction, the relative anlular motion between the 
,oare depends upon the difference of the sum of the cumulative error. in 
each ,ear. Thb relative rotation can be mea.ured very accurately by 
tbe chan,tn, frin,e pattern between optical flat. attached to each lear 
or by a comparison autocollimator and a mirror attached to each ,ear. 
The optical flat. technique i. probably a bit too .en.itive, and a 
relative rotation about an axil otber than the one bein, inve.ti,ated 
would make the frin,e pattern very complicated. On the other hand, 
compari.on autocollimatol'l can be obtained which will mea.ure relative 
rotation about a liven axil witb an accuracy of 0.1 of a .econd of arc. 
After mea.urin, the relative rotation of the two ,ea:u, one ,ear iI 
rotated with re.pect to tbe other gear a fixed amount, and the experiment 
repeated. The analy.lI of the experimental re.ult. follow •• 
Consider two worm wheel. with n teeth in each lear. A worm i. 
enla,ed in each ,ear capable of ,oin, exactly one revolution, which 
cau.e. the worm lear to rotate an an,le of Z,,/n plus a correction. Let 
151 be the angular correction to be added to Z.,,/n when aear I rotate. 
from tooth 1 to tooth 2; 15' Z the correction when aear 1 rotate. from 
Z tooth 2 to tooth 3, etc. Tbe notation 5i corruponda to tbe error in 
aear 2 when aear Z rotate. from tooth i to tooth 1+1. When tbe worm 
-ll7-
baa ,one through n revolution •• tbe worm ,ear mu.t be back to it. 
orilioal po.IUon. Therefore 
(A. 1) 
After j revolutioD. of the worm, the rotatioD of tb. worm wheel. are 
(A. Z) 
(A.3) 
The quantity that i. mea.ured 18 tbe relative cumuiative error o'Y/ j' 
(A.4) 
or, 
(A.5) 
Now 
(A.6) 
U.lo, equation A. 4, equatioo A. 6 become. 
J ~ n-l (A. 7) 
If Gear Z 1. rotated in the direction of deerea.ioa j by "It revolution. of 
it. worm, while leavina Gear 1 .tationary and the above procedure 
-us-
repeated, tbe foUowin, expre •• ion. are obtained: 
and 
j 0= n-1 (A.8) 
Tbere are 2n unknown.. In equation A. 7 and A. 8, j cannot be 
equal to n, .ince tbi. i. the .ame po.ition a. tbe .tartlns polnt.Tbere-
fore, tbere are OEn~1F Unear equation. from equation. A. 7 and A. 8, and 
two llnear equation. from equation A .1, giving a total of 20 .imu1taneou. 
11n.ar equation. to be .olved. Tbe equation. are rewritten a. 
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In tb. above equation. ~jn i. tb. Kroneck.r d.lta. U k i. cbos.n .qual 
to 1, tbe above •• t of simultaneous linear equation.' can be solved by 
-deduction. Th. solution. are 
n-l 
l$j" o~j (l-Ojl\) -l'1j-l (l-bj1) -! L (07[1 -Iii) 
1 .. 1 
(A.9) 
Th.r. are various alt.rnativ •• that can be mad. on the experi-
m.ntal proc.dure which are .... ntially .ubject to the .am. analy.ia. 
For in.tanc., ju.t on. mlrror can b. attached to the dummy worm ,ear 
which h driv.n by a worm attached to the main worm gear aDd rotat.d 
In a direction oppo.ite to that of the main worm lear. Then the r j are 
mea.ured relative to a .tationary mirror witb a compari.on auto-
collimator. The .ame equation. A.9 apply, but tbe value. of j iner.a.e 
In oppo.ite direction. on the two ,eare. 
Another procedure h to u.e three mirror. and two comparhon 
autocollimatora a. shown in Figure 43. First, Mirror Z is adju.t.d 
approximately parallel to Mirror 1. Tb. anll. r.ad on the comparison 
autocollimator No.1 I.e taken aa its zero position. Tben the main worm 
lear ia rotated tbroulb an angle of "I .. !" + '5 l' Mirror 3 I.e tb.n 
adjusted approximat.ly parallel to Mirror 1. Tb. anale read on the 
compari.on autocollimator No. Z i. tak.n a. it. zero po.ition. Mirror. 
Z and 3 are not moved a,ain. Th. dummy gear is tben rotated oppo.it. 
to the direction of rotation of tbe main worm aear until the &nIle between 
Comparison 
Autocollimator No. I 
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Figure 43 . 
\ 
\ (:;? 
Mirror 3 
Comparison 
Autoco llimator No.2 
Mirror. 1 and Z corre.pond to tbe zero po.ition of autocollhnator No. 
z. 1. Tbe main worm ,ear 18 .. ain rotated througb an anile elZ .. n + :5 Z. 
Tbe value -r; Z i. read on autocollimator No. Z aa tbe &n,le of deviation 
froIll ita zero poaltlon. Tbe procedure ia repeated a,ain and a,ain 
until tbe main worm lear goe.tbroulb a cOIllplete r.volution. 
Tbe value of any "1 j 1. 
(A.10) 
or 
(A.ll) 
Tbe equation A.11 and tb •• quation 
repr ••• nt n .imultaneou. linear .quation.. Tbe.olulion. to tbe •• 
equation. are 
n 
SJ .. '1 j .! L ~ J 
jd 
j ~ 1 
(A.IZ) 
